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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General remarks 
Let K be a global field [ 12, II, 0 121, p(K) be the group of all roots of 
unity in K, and D be a finite, central, K-division algebra. 
In this paper, the congruence subgroup problem and the metaplectic 
problem for the special linear group .X,,(D), n ) 2, are solved, except in a 
certain case in characteristic zero where the solution is obtained only modulo 
an ambiguity+ of f 1. If a certain technical condition is invoked, then the 
ambiguity disappears. The solution to the problems, when there is no 
+ See Note ad&d in proof on page 545. 
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ambiguity, is either 1 or p(K) depending on whether or not the critical set of 
primes contains a prime which is either nonarchimedian or is real and splits 
D. The dependence of the solution on the splitting condition above was 
somewhat unexpected and did not occur, for example, in previous work and 
conjectures related to the problems. The solution, when there is an 
ambiguity, is one of the groups p(K) or ,~(K)/fl, but one cannot say for 
certain which group. 
The results above were announced in [ 81. Their extension to all classical 
groups of rank > 1 was announced in a paper [6] of the first named author. 
A sketch of the proof for classical groups is included in [6]. Its main thrust 
is to reduce to the case of SL,. 
The results of the current paper and of [6] are particularly well suited to 
applications to the computation of K,-type obstruction groups in topology. 
Thus, for example, Oliver [25] has already applied them to the computation 
of Whitehead groups Wh(lr) of a finite group n and the first named author 
[7] has applied them to the computation of odd dimensional surgery groups 
Lzn+ i(n) of a finite group rr. 
The strategy of the current paper and of [6] to solve the congruence 
subgroup problem and the metaplectic problem is to solve first the local 
metaplectic problem and then use the local solutions to obtain the global 
ones. We have been told by G. Prasad that he and M. Raghunathan can 
solve also the local metaplectic problem, but for a slightly larger class of 
groups, namely, for all absolutely almost simple, simply connected groups of 
rank 21 defined over a local field. However, in order to avoid in the dyadic 
case an ambiguity of f 1 in the solution, they need apparently the same local 
technical condition which we need. There is, nevertheless, no overlap in the 
way of general machinery. Their approach to making computations is to use 
the theory of Bruhat-Tits buildings for reductive groups to reduce to groups 
of small rank where they make the detailed computations, whereas our 
approach is to use stability theorems from algebraic K-theory to increase, 
rather than decrease, the ranks of the groups and thereby pass to K-theory 
groups where the detailed computations are made. 
A substantial iterature has accumulated around the congruence subgroup 
and metaplectic problems. We would like to include mention of three papers 
which influenced especially our approach to the problems. The first paper is 
that of H. Bass, J. Milnor, and P. Serre [IO] which solved for the groups 
SL,(K), n > 3, and SpZn(K), n > 2, the congruence subgroup problem and a 
special case of the metaplectic problem. The other two papers are that of 
C. Moore [22] and that of H. Matsumoto[21] which taken together solve the 
congruence subgroup and metaplectic problems for all Chevalley groups of 
rank > 1. 
To close the general remarks, we would like to indicate how the rest of the 
paper is organized. The congruence subgroup problem is recalled in 
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Section 1.2. The solution to the problem is given in Theorem 1.2 and the 
proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on results in the rest of the paper. The 
metaplectic problem is recalled in Section 1.3. The solution to the problem is 
given in Theorem 1.6 and the proof of Theorem 1.6 is based on results in the 
rest of the paper. The K-theory groups which are needed in the paper are 
recalled in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we recall the results of H. Matsumoto 
and the second named author for K, of fields and division rings and in 
Section 2.3 and 2.4, we extend to noncommutative rings the Dennis-Stein 
theory of K, of a radical ideal. The class field theory needed in the paper is 
developed in Section 3. The most important result is a generalization of C. 
Moore’s reciprocity law. The local metaplectic problem is solved in Section 4 
by computing KyP of local division algebras. The key global results are 
proved in Section 5. Their nature is to provide a bridge from the local to the 
global situation. They are applied in Section 6 to compute SK, of 
congruence orders on global division algebras. 
1.2. Congruence Subgroup Problem 
We recall now two versions of the congruence subgroup problem; the first 
is a simple version and requires only a yes or no answer; the second due to 
Serre defines a group C(C, SL,(@)) which is trivial or nontrivial according 
to whether or not the answer above is yes or no and which measures how 
bad a negative answer is. We shall begin by establishing some notation. 
If A is an associative ring with identity, let GL,(A) denote the group of 
invertible n x n matrices with coefficients in A. If GL,(A) has a reduced 
norm homomorphism Nrd: GL,(A) + GL, (center(A)), let 
SL,(A) = ker(Nrd: GL,(A) + GL,(center(A))). 
If g is a two-sided ideal of A, let GL,(A, g) = ker(GL,(A)+ GL,(A/g)). 
Thus, if I denotes the n x n identity matrix, then GL,(A, g) is the group of 
all invertible n x n matrices a such that a = I mod g. Let 
SL,(A, 9) = =,(A) n GL;(A, 9). 
GL,(A, g) and SL,(A, g) are called the congruence subgroups of level g of 
respectively GL,(A) and SL,(A). 
Suppose that E is a finite, nonempty set of nonequivalent valuations on K 
which contains all archimedean valuations on K. The ring of Z-integers on K 
is the ring R = {xix E K, v(x) > 0 for all valuations v on K such that 
v & Z}. Such a ring R is often called a Hasse domain or an arithmetic 
Dedekind ring. If K is a number field and Z is the family of archimedean 
valuations on K, then R is called the ring of integers on K and coincides with 
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the integral closure of H in K. Let R = Z-integers on K, d = maximal R- 
order [30, 9 81 on D, and g = nonzero, two-sided ideal of 8. 
Since 6/g is finite, it follows that GL,(B)/GL,(e, g) is finite and thus, 
SL,(@)/SL,(b, g) is finite. Thus, every congruence subgroup SL,,(e, g) has 
finite index in X,,(6). The simple version of the congruence subgroup 
problem asks whether the converse is true. 
Congruence subgroup problem (simple version). Does every subgroup of 
finite index in $5,(E) contain some congruence subgroup SL,(P, g) 
(9 f v 
Serre’s version of the problem goes as follows. Let Z,(o) denote the 
completioxof SL,(B) with respect to the congruence subgroups Z&5.(@, g) 
and let SL,(@)’ denote the completion of SL,(B) with respect to the 
stJbgroups of finite index. There is a canonical, surjective homomorphism 
S&,(b) -, SLn(b) an one defines C(Z, SL,(Fp)) by the exact sequence d 
1-b C(Z, SL,(@)) -+ ii,(@) + sL,(b) + 1. 
It is easy to show that C(Z, SL,(@)) = 1 if and only if the answer to the 
congruence subgroup problem above is yes. More generally, if the conditions 
in Theorem 1.2 below are satisfied, then the following can be shown. If H is 
a normal subgroup of finite index in SL,(@), then there is an ideal g’ # 0 in 
B and a quotient C of C(C, X,(R)) such that for all 0 # g c g’, 5X,(@, g)/ 
(X,(8, g) n H) r C. Conversely, given a quotient C of C(Z, SL,(@)), there 
is a normal subgroup H of finite index in X.,(b) and an ideal g’ # 0 in d 
such that for all 0 # g c g’, SL,(b, g)/(SL,@, g) n H) E C. 
Congruence subgroup problem (Serre’s version [3 1, p. 1, footnote]). If 
n > 3 or if n = 2 and Z has at least two elements, then is C(C, &5,(b)) 
finite? 
In Theorem 1.2 below, we shall show not only that C(Z, &5,(D)) is finite, 
but shall compute it precisely in most cases. 
To prepare for the statement of Theorem 1.2, we shall need a technical 
condition. 
Condition 1.1. If the char(K) = 0 then one of the following holds: 
(i) 2$@%7. 
(ii) There is a 2-power root of unity c # f 1 such that [ - [- ’ E K. 
(iii) D is a quaternion algebra, i.e., 2 = dm, such that for each 
dyadic valuation D of K which does not split D, either 2) [K, : Q,] or there is 
a 2-power root of unity 4 # f 1 such that c - c- ’ E K, where K, and Qz 
denote respectively the completion of K at u and the completion of Q at 2. 
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If D’ is a division algebra which is finite over its center K’ and if M,(D’) 
is the ring of k x k matrices with coefficients in K’, then the 
index(M,(D’)/K’) = dm. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let n > 2. If n = 2, suppose that Z has at least two 
elements and if in addition D # K, suppose that for some v E Z, 
index(D,/K,) < index(D/K). Then 
C(Z, SL,(@)) = 1 ifNrd(D,) = K, for some 
noncomplex v E Z 
= P(K) ifNrd(D,) # K, for all 
noncomplex v E .Z and 
Condition 1.1 holds 
= p(K) or ,u(K)/( f 1) if Nrd(D,) # K, for all 
noncomplex v E C. 
In the last case above, it is unfortunate that we cannot decide whether 
C(Z, SL,(@)) =p(K) or ,u(K)/(* 1). However, on the basis of the theorem, 
we make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. If Nrd(D,) #K, 
for all noncomplex v E Z, then C(Z, SL,(b)) =,u(K). 
Below, we shall give a short proof of Theorem 1.2, based on the results of 
the rest of the paper. Before beginning the proof, we would like to make 
some remarks concerning Theorem 1.2. 
Remark 1.4.(a) If v is a nonarchimedean valuation of K, then by a 
classical result, Nrd(D,) = K,. If v is a real valuation of K then, obviously, 
Nrd(D,) = K, if and only if index(D,) = 1. Thus, the condition that 
Nrd(D,) # K, for all noncomplex v E Z is equivalent o the condition that 
the char K = 0, Z contains only archimedean primes, and index(D,/K,) # 1 
for all real v E C. 
(b) Suppose char(K) = 0. Call Z archimedean, totally ramified in D if 
,Z contains only archimedean valuations and if for each real valuation v E Z, 
index(D,/K,) # 1. The definition corresponds to the last condition in (a) 
above. In [lo], Z is called totally imaginary if it consists only of complex 
valuations. If one compares the solution to the congruence subgroup problem 
for SL,(K) in [lo, 14.11 and [31] with the solution for SL,(D) in 
Theorem 1.2, then one sees that the condition Z is totally imaginary is 
correctly generalized by the condition Z is archimedean, totally ramified in 
D. 
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Remark 1.5. Suppose n = 2. 
(a) Serre [3 1 ] has shown that when D = K, the condition that Z has 
at least two elements is equivalent to the assertion that C(C, SL,(P)) is 
finite. 
(b) The condition when D # K that index(D,/K,) < index(D/K) for 
some u E .Z is equivalent to the condition that strong approximation holds 
for SL,, namely, that SL,(D) is dense in SL,(n,,, (D,,, PL>)). The latter 
condition is equivalent to the condition that SL,(@) is infinite. The last 
condition will be required to invoke a stability result of Wasserstein 1371. 
(c) It seems likely to us that the initial conditions in (a) and (b) above 
are equivalent to the assertion that C(C, SL,(b)) is finite. On the other 
hand, it is well known (cf. Raghunagan [27]) that if C(Z, SL,(F)) is finite, 
then C(Z, SL,(ccF)) is central in SL,(D) (= completion of SL,(D) with 
respect o the subgroups of finite index in SL,(p)). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The concept of the proof is as follows. Using 
stability procedures of Bass and Wasserstein, one deduces that 
CG =,(e) z $E,,, SK,(P, g) where g ranges over all nonzero ideals of 
cc”. The group SK,(fl, g) is computed in Theorem 6.2. It is then a routine 
exercise to compute the inverse limit @,,, SK,(P, 9). 
In order to give the details of the proof, we need to introduce a little 
notation. Let g be a nonzero ideal of P. If v is a noncomplex valuation of K, 
let ,u(K,) = group of all roots of unity in K,, m = l,u(K)I, m,, = lp(K,,)(, and 
n, = index(D,/K,.). Suppose v & .Z. Define 
Il’(g,.nR,,)llr(P,.R,.) - I/(P,.- I,] 
/49,) = i4KJ;~: 3 
where p, is the characteristic of the residue class field of K,., p(K,,),, is the 
p,-Sylow subgroup of p(K,), and for r E R 
Define 
[r] =0 ifr<O 
= largest integer ,< r if r > 0. 
a49) = u;i /40”~Jm CPU(K). 
By the Dirichlet unit theorem [ 12, II, 9 18 J, the condition that (Z( > 2 is 
equivalent to the condition that GL,(R) is infinite. Thus, from 
Remark 1.5(b), it follows that all the conditions of Wasserstein [37, 6.21 are 
satisfied. From the conclusion of [37, 2.8 and 6.21, C(C, SL,(F)) = &I~+~ 
SK,(@, 9). For )2 > 4, the isomorphism above follows also from results in 
Bass [9, V, 0 41. If g’ # 0 is a two-sided ideal of 8, then clearly @,,+ B 
SK,V> 9) = limo.,.,, SK,(F, 9’). Since n, = 1 for almost all valuations u 
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on K (cf. [30, 32.1 I), we can choose Q’ such that ~$9; n R,) > 0 for all 
u & C such that n, > 1. Let g c Q’. Then clearly u(g,nR,) > 0 for all v & Z 
such that it, > 1. Thus, by Lemma 6.1, SK,(eUp,, gv) = 0 for all u G? Z. Thus, 
by Theorem 6.2, 
SK,(@, Q) 2 I if Nrd(D,) = K, for some 
noncomplex u E Z: 
if Nrd(D,) # K, for all 
noncomplex v E Z and 
Condition 1.1 holds 
E ,W)/,W or ,G)/P(Q)(* 1) if NrW,) f K, for all 
noncomplex u E C. 
Theorem 1.2 will follow once we show that g’ can be chosen such that 
l(g) = 1 for all g c 9’. Since g c g’ implies that ,u(g) cp(g’), it suffices to 
show that there is a g such that p(g) = 1. By definition, p(g) = 1 if p(g,) = 1 
for all u & Z. If char(K) # 0, then ,u(K&,, = 1; thus, ,u(g,) = 1. Thus, we can 
assume that char(K) = 0. If a’ = {vi u @ E, v ramified over Q}, then R’ is 
finite by [33, III 9 5 Theorem 11. If R” = {U 1 v & Z, v dyadic}, then 0” is 
finite by [33, I Q 7 Proposition 191. Let Q = Q’ U Q”. If u 6Z Z U R, then 
p(K,& = 1 by [33, IV 8 4 Proposition 171. In particular, if u & Z U a, then 
for any g, p(g) = 1. Thus, if we choose g with the property that 
pIv(g,nR,.)lu(p,R,) - ll(p,,- I)1 > 
pig,:) = 1 for all u & Z. 
, Ip(K,),,,I for all 2, E 52, then it will follow that 
1.3. Metaplectic problem 
Let M be a hausdorff topological group. A topological extension f: E -+ M 
of M is a hausdorff topological group E together with a continuous, open, 
surjective homomorphism J: A topological extension f: E + M is called 
central if ker f G center(E). A central, topological extension f: E -+ M is 
called universal if given any central, topological extension f ‘: E’ -+ M, there 
is a unique, continuous homomorphism h: E + E’ such thatf’h =J: If M has 
a universal, central, topological extension f: E -+ M, then the fundamental 
group n I (M) = kerf: 
If u is a nonarchimedean valuation of K, let R, denote the valuation ring 
of K,. Let ,?Y denote a finite set (possibly empty) of valuations of K. Let 
A(C) denote the Z-addle ring of K; thus, A(Z) = n,,, L, arch. 
KLl x II vervnonarch. (K,, R,) where n is the restricted direct product [ 12, 
II 0 141. We let A(Z) have the restricted direct product topology [ 13, II 
9 131. Thus, SL,(D OK A(Z)) is a locally compact, hausdorff, topological 
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group. By established procedures (cf. proof of Moore 122, 10.3]), one can 
show that Z,(D) has a universal, central, topological extension. Thus, by 
[22, 12.11, SL,(D OK A(Z)) h as a universal, central, topological extension 
a!d moreover by [22, 12.21, z,(SL,(D Ok A(Z)) = uugz n,(SLJD,)). Let 
SL,(D OK A(Z)) denote the universal, central, topological extension of 
SL,(D OK R(Z)). Since SL,(D) is perfect, it is well known (cf. [5, $ 5A]) 
that as an abstract group, SL,(D) has a universal, central, extension 
S,(D) + SLJD). Let K,,,(D) = ker(S,(D) -+ SL,(D)). By universality, the 
canonical homomorphis_m SL,(D) -+ SL,(D OK A(C)) induces homo- 
morphisms J S,(D) + SL,(D OK A(Z)) and g: K,.,(D) + r,(SL,(D 0, 
A(Z))). Let 
E(Z, SL,(D)) = coker(S,(D) + fii,(D 0, A(Z))), 
C(G S&(D)) = coWK,,,(D) --) n,(D 0,4!9)). 
It is clear that the sequence below is exact 
1 + C(Z, SL,(D)) --t E(Z, SL,(D)) -+ SL,(D Ox A(Z)) -, 1 
and that the extension E(Z, SL,(D)) + SL,(D OK A(C)) is universal among 
central, topological extensions E -+ SL,(D OK A(Z)) which split over 
SL,(D), i.e., such that there is a group homomorphism SL,(D)-+ E such 
that the diagram below commutes 
Metaplectic problem. Compute C(Z, SL,(D)). 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose n > 2. If n = 2, suppose that D = K. Then 
C(Z, SL,(D)) g 1 zyNrd(D,) = K, for some 
noncomplex v E C 
g P(K) zyNrd(D,) # K, for all 
noncomplex v E C and 
Condition 1.1 holds 
z ,a(K) orp(K)/(k 1) zyNrd(D,) # K&w all 
noncomplex v E Z. 
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The condition above that if n = 2, then D = K is present o guarantee that 
stability for a,(SL,(D,)) holds. For arbitrary D, it is known that stability for 
n,(SL,(D,)) holds providing n > 3 and it seems likely to us that stability 
holds for n = 2. We also expect that Condition 1.1 is unnecessary. On the 
basis of the above, we make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.7. Suppose n > 2. If Nrd(D,) # K, for all noncomplex 
n E C, then C(Z, SL,(D)) gp(K). 
Below, we shall give a short proof of Theorem 1.6, based on the results of 
the rest of the paper. But, before we do this, we should like to point out the 
relationship between the congruence subgroup problem and the metaplectic 
problem. The relationship was pointed out initially by Serre. The discussion 
below will be based directly on [ 10, $ 151. We shall see that it is Serre’s 
formulation, which we recalled in Section 1.2, of the congruence subgroup 
problem which provides the link between the two problems. 
Suppose that .Y is as in Section 1.2; thus, Z is nonempty and if 
char(K) = 0, then 2: contains all archimedean valuations of K. Let R denote 
the ring of Z-integers on K and let B be an R-order (not necessarily 
maximal) on D. The congruence subgroups SL,(B, g) where g is a nonzero 
two-sided ideal of d form a basis of open neighbourhoods of the identity in 
SL,(D); the corresponding topology on SL,(D) is called the congruence 
topology. The subgroups of finite index in SL,(@) form a basis of open 
neighbourhoods of the identity in SL,(D); the corresponding topology is 
called theJinite index topology. It is not difficult to show that the congruence 
subgroup topology on SL,(D) and the finite index topo!o,gy on SL,(D) are 
independent of the choice of @. Let SL,(D) (resp. SL,(D)) denote the 
completion of SL,(D) with respect to its congruence sukgroup topology 
(resp. finite index topology). Define similarly SL,(@) and SL,(@). Since the 
finite index topology is a refinement of the cong?;uence subgroup topology, 
t%re is a canonical, continuous homomorphism SA,(D) + SL,(D) and since 
SL,(D) has an open, compact subgroup, e.g., SL,(@), it follows that the 
homomorphism above is open and surjective. As in Section 1.2, we define 
C(Z, SL”(@)) by the exact sequence 
1 + C(Z, SL,(@)) + ST”(@) + E,(B) + 1. 
Thus, C(Z, SL,(@)) is the obstruction group which appears in Serre’s 
formulation of the congruence subgroup problem. It is an easy exercise to 
deduce that the sequence below is exact 
1 + C(Z, SL,(@)) -a a,(D) + SL,(D) -+ 1. 
It follows that the group C(C, SL,(@)) is independent of the choice of 8. 
Furthermore, the canonical embedding of SL,(D) in &,(D) and of SL,(D) 
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in Z,(D) show that the sequence is split over Z,(D). Suppose now that 
n > 2 and that if n = 2, then the restriction of Theorem 1.2 holds. By the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.2, we know that C(C, SL,(B)) is a cyclic group 
and, hence, its automorphism group is abelian. Thus, the action via 
conjugation of X,,(D) on C(Z, Z,(b))& trivial because SL,(D) is perfect. 
Thus, the action via conjugation OA SL,(D) on C(C, SLJCCP)) is trivial 
bFause SL,(D) is dense in SL,(D). It follows that the map 
=,x(D) + SLAD) is a central, topological extension which splits over 
SL,(D). It is clear that the group SL,(D OK A(E)) is complete and by the 
Strong Approximation Theorem [ 191, SL,(D) is dense in SL,(D 0, A(Z)). 
Thus, there is a canonical isomorphism SL,(D Ox F(Z)) L x,(D) and, by 
universality, there is induced a morphism of exact sequences 
I + c(Z, SLn(D)) - E(Z, SLn(D)) - SLn(D OK/AW + 1 
I -t c(z, SL,(@) - &CD) ---+ En(D) --+I 
Now, by [ 10, 15.11, g is an isomorphism. Thus, h is also an isomorphism. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose that Z is nonempty and that if char(K) = 0, then 
Z contains all archimedean valuations of K. Suppose that n > 2 and that if 
n = 2, then the Aestriction in Theorem 1.2 is satisfied. Then the canonical 
homomorphism_S1,(D) + SL,(D) is universal among all central, topological 
extensions of SL,(D) which split over SL,(D). Furthermore, its kernel is 
computed in both Theorems 1.2 and 1.6. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The case n = 2 is proved in [2 1, 12.41. Suppose 
now that n> 3. By definition, C(C, SLJD)) = coker(K,,,(D) -+ 
Ll vdZ zI(SLn(Do))). By stability, [ 16, IV] and [28, Satz 21, the canonical 
homomorphisms K,,,(D) -F K,(D) and n,(SL,(D,)) +” z,(SL(D,)) are 
isomorphisms. By definition, KyP(D,) = z,(SL(D,)) and if v is 
nonarchimedean, then for any KU-order et, on D,, Kyp(D,) = @J,~,,, 
K,(D,)/K,(&, gU) where gv ranges over all two-sided ideals of 0, such that 
K,g, = D,. Pick 8” maximal. Let m = /p(K)1 and let m, = Ip(K Define 
p(g,) c,u(K,) as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 and define p(g) = n,, 
Pu(Q”)““” c p(K). By Theorem 5.2, 
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coker(&W -+ ug K:OP(4J 0 Ll K2W/U% 9J) 
uer 
“arch. u nonarch. 
N -1 if Nrd(D,) = K, for some 
noncomplex u E z. 
s 4KMa) if Nrd(D,) #K, for all 
noncomplex v E X and 
Condition 1.1 holds 
~P~(K)/P(cI) or,4K)/,W(f 1) ifNrd(D,) f 4, for all 
noncomplex v E C. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that if the g, are small enough, then 
p(g) = 1. Theorem 1.6 follows. 
2. PREPARATIONS FROM ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY 
2.1. Definitions of SK,, K,, and K, 
Let A be an associative ring with identity. Let A’ denote the group of units 
of A. Let GL,(A) denote the group of invertible n x n invertible matrices 
with coefticients in A. Let Z denote the identity element of GL,(A). Let eii(a) 
denote a II x n matrix whose (i,j)th coefficient is the element a E A and 
whose other coefftcients are zero. If i #j, then the invertible matrix qj(u) = 
Z + eij(a) is called an elementary matrix. The subgroup of GL,(A) generated 
by the elementary matrices is denoted by E,(A). There is a homomorphism 
GL,(A)-+ GL,+,(A), at+ (t y), and one lets GL(A) =l&, GL,(A) and 
E(A) = lint, E,(A). By the Whitehead lemma [23,3.1], E(A) is the 
commutator subgroup [GL(A), GL(A)] of GL(A) and one defines 
K,(A) = GL(A)/E(A). 
If there is a reduced norm homomorphism Nrd : GL(A) -P center (A)‘, one lets 
SL (A) = ker(Nrd) and defines 
SK,(A) = SL(A)/E(A). 
The elementary matrices satisfy the following relations: 
(l) &ii(U) &ii(b) = &ij(U + b), 
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(2) [&ij(U), &k,(b)] = 1 if i z 1, j z k, 
(3) [cij(u), ejl(b)] = ei,(ab) if i # 1. 
Recall that an abstract group is called perfect or connected if it equals its 
commutator subgroup. Relation 3 shows that E,(A) is perfect if n > 3. Let 
St,(A) denote the free group generated by all symbols xii(a) such that 1 < i, 
j < n, i #j, a E A, modulo relations l-3 above. St,(A) is called the Steinberg 
group. There is a homomorphism St,(A) -+ St,,+ i(A), x,(u) t-+ x,(u), and one 
lets St(A) = l&n St,(A). There is a canonical homomorphism St(A) -+ E(A), 
xii(u) t, cij(u), and by a theorem of Kervaire [23, 5.101, St(A) is the 
universal, perfect, central extension of E(A). One lets 
K,(A) = ker(St(A) + E(A)). 
2.2 K, of Fields and Division Rings 
In this section, we recall Matsumoto’s presentation of K, of a field and 
Rehmann’s extension of this result to division rings. 
If u E A ‘, let 
Wij(U) = Xij(U) Xji(-U ‘) Xii(U), 
h,(U) = Wij(U) Wij(-1). 
The image of h,(u) in E(A) is the diagonal matrix with u as the ith diagonal 
coefficient, u - ’ as the jth diagonal coefficient, and l’s elsewhere on the 
diagonal. If U, v E A’, let 
c(u, v) = h*&) h,,(v) h,,(w)-‘. 
The image of c(u, v) in E(A) is the diagonal matrix with uvu-‘V~’ as the 1 st 
diagonal coefficient and l’s elswhere on the diagonal. Let 
U,(A) = subgroup of St,(A) (n >, 3) generated by all c(u, v) 
U(A) = l&l U,(A). 
” 
The next result is due to R. Steinberg and H. Matsumoto [23, 0 9, 9 11, 
§ 121. 
THEOREM 2.1. If A is a field then U(A) = K,(A) and every relation 
among the symbols c(u, v) is a consequence of the following relations: 
(0) c(u, 1 -u)= 1 (u, 1 -uEA’), 
(1) c(w w) = c(u, w) c(v, w), 
(2) c(u, VW) = c(u, v) c(u, w). 
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If A is a field, we shall often use the notation 
The next result is due to U. Rehmann [28, Q 0 and Lemma 1.11 and 
extends the theorem above to division rings. If u, u, w E A ‘, let 
where “‘u = WZIW-‘. 
wc(u, v) = c( 94, ?I), 
THEOREM 2.2. If A is a division ring, then K,(A) c U(A) and every 
relation among the symbols c(u, v) is a consequence of the following 
relations: 
(UO) c&l-u)=l(u,l--EA.‘), 
(Ul) C(W, w) = V(u, w) c(u, w), 
(U2) c(u, VW) c(u, wu) c(w, uu) = 1. 
Furthermore, the following relations hold for the symbols c(u, v): 
(U4) c(1, u) = 1, 
(U5) c(u, v) = c(u, u)-‘, 
(U6) c(u, VW) = c(u, u)“c(u, w), 
(U7) c(u, II) c(u’, u’) = ‘“*“l c(u’, v’) c(u, v), 
(W V(u - l, v) = c(v, u), 
(U9) c([u, u], w) = c(u, vyc(u, u). 
The following symbols and relations will also be required in the paper. If 
a, b E A such that 1 + ab E A’, define 
&b)=x,,(-W +a~)-‘)x,&)x,,(b) 
~,~(-a(1 + ba)-‘) h,,(l + ba)-‘. 
The image of ~(a, b) in E(A) is the diagonal matrix with (1 + ab)(l + ba)- ’ 
as the first diagonal coefficient and l’s elsewhere on the diagonal. If u E A’, 
let 
%(a, 6) = s(‘u, “b), 
where “a = uau-‘. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be any ring. If n > 3, then the following relations 
hold in St,,(A): 
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(UO) c(u, 1 - u) = 1 (u, 1 - u E A’), 
(Ul) c(uv, w) = V(u, w) c(u, w), 
(U2) c(u, VW) c(u, wu) c(w, uu) = 1, 
(SO) ~(a, b) = c( 1 + ab, b) (1 + ab, b E A’); s(a, b) = ~(-a, 1 + ba) 
(a, 1 +buEA’), 
(Sl) s(u, 6) s(-b, -a) = 1, 
(S2) s(q + u, + a,bu,, b) = (‘+‘lb)s(u2, b) ~(a,, b), 
(S3) ~(a, bc) s(b, cu) s(c, ub) = 1, 
(S4) s(u, b) s(c, d) s(u, b)-’ = ‘s(c, d) where u = (1 + ub)(l + bu)-‘. 
The proof of the lemma will be left as an exercise. 
Remark 2.4. Let S,(A) denote the subgroup of St,(A) generated by all 
s(a, b). BY SO, U,,(A) = S,,(A), and if A is a division ring, it follows that 
U,(A) = S,(A). Furthermore, if A is a (not necessarily commutative) discrete 
valuation ring, then Dennis [ 14, III] has announced that every relation 
among the s(u, b)‘s is a consequence of relations Sl-S4 above. 
Let K be a field, D be a finite, central K-division algebra and E be a 
splitting field of D. 
We want to recall the canonical map K,(D) + K,(E). The homomorphism 
D + D Ok E, d H d @ 1, induces a homomorphism K,(D) -+ K,(D @,E). By 
definition, there is an E-isomorphism D Ok E + M,(E) and this induces an 
isomorphism K,(D ok E) + K,(M,(E)). Since any two E-isomorphisms 
above differ by an inner automorphism of M,(E) and since an inner 
automorphism of M,(E) induces the identity automorphism on K,(M,(E)), it 
follows that the isomorphism K,(D Ok E) -+ K,(M,(E)) is independent of the 
E-isomorphism D ok E + M,(E). There is a canonical isomorphism 
E(M,(E))-+ E(E) of elementary groups which induces an isomorphism 
WKW + K-G). Let 
8 : K,(D) + K,(E) 
denote the composite of the homomorphisms K,(D) -+ K,(D @ &), 
KG 0 kE)+ K2(M,(E))7 and K,W,W) -, K,(E). 
If (a, b) E K’ x D’, then the symbol c(u, b) E K,(D). An easy exercise 
shows that if u E D’, then ‘c(u, b) = ~(a, b). Thus, from relations Ul and U5, 
it follows that the rule K’ x D’+ K,(D), (a, b) H c(u, b), defines a 
homomorphism K’ @ (D’/[D’, D’]) -+ K,(D). Suppose now that the reduced 
norm Nrd: D’/[D’, D’] -+ K’ is injective. By theorems of Nakayama and 
Matsushima [24] and Wang [35, 11, this is the case if K is a local or a 
global field. We let w denote the homomorphism 
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y : K’ @ Nrd(D’) + K,(D), 
a 0 Nrd@) F+ c(a, p). 
If in addition K is a nonreal local field, then it is well known that 
Nrd(D’) = K’ ( see Section 4.1) and by [29, 2.2(ii)], w induces a 
homomorphism 
1// : K*(K) + K,(D)? 
LEMMA 2.5. The diagram below commutes 
K2 CD) 
/ \: 
K' @ Nrd(D'1 + K2(E) 
a@b I + (apbjE . 
ProoJ: Let o denote an E-isomorphism O: D @ KE g M,(E) and let h 
denote the canonical isomorphism h:K,(M,(E)) E K,(E). By definition, 
fA& @ Nrd p) = &(a, ,f3) = hc(o(a 0 l), o@? @ 1)). Since a E K and o is an 
E-isomorphism, it follows that o(a @ 1) = a. By [29, 1.31, hc(a, o(l3 @ 1)) = 
(a, det a(/? @ l))E where det: M,(E)-+ E denotes the ordinary determinant 
map. But, det a@ @ 1) = Nrd /I. Thus, @(a 0 Nrd p) = (a, Nrd /3), . 
2.3. Congruence Groups %,(A, g), K,(A, g), and K,(A, g) 
Let g be a two-sided ideal of A. Let GL,(A, g) = ker(GL,(A) -+ GL,(A/g)). 
Thus, GZ,,(A, g) consists of all a E GL,(A) such that a = I mod g. Let 
E&4, g) denote the normal subgroup of E,(A) generated by all elementary 
matrices cij(q) such that q E g. Let GL(A, g) = b,, GL,(A, g) and E(A, g) = 
lint, E,(A, g). By a result of Bass [23, 4.31, E(A, g) is the mixed commutator 
group [GL(A), GL(A, g)] = [E(A), E(A, g)]. Define 
K,(A, 9) = G&h 8)/W, a). 
If there is a reduced norm homomorphism Nrd : GL(A) + center(A)‘, one lets 
%(A, g) = ker(Nrd : GL(A, g) + center(A)‘) and defines 
=,(A, a) = W-4 a)/EW a>. 
If one defines K,(A, g) in the usual way, then there is an exact sequence 
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]23,6.2] K,(A, g) -+ K,(A) + K,(A/g). Since we shall be interested only in 
the image (K2(A, g) -+ K,(A)), we shall define 
K&k 9) = W&(A) -+ UAIg)). 
If one defines 
St,@, 9) = ker(St,(A) 4 St,(AIg)), 
St@, 9) = !bj St,,@, 91, 
n 
K,(n, A, 9) = ker(Sr,(A 9) + E,(A, Q>>, 
then it is clear that 
2.4. K, of a radical Ideal 
The purpose of this section is to extend results of Stein [34, 5 21 to 
noncommutative rings. There are two main results. If g is a two-sided ideal 
in the Jacobson radical of A, then the first result is a Bruhat decomposition 
of the g-congruence Steinberg group St,@, Q) and the second says that 
elements of K,(n, A, Q) are products of symbols. We mention that although 
the results of the section are stated for the case n > 3, analogous results for 
the case n = 2 hold with the usual definition of St@, 9). The proofs for the 
case n = 2 are somewhat more technical. 
To prove the main results, we need a couple of lemmas. The first lemma 
was proved by Stein [34,2.7] when A is commutative. The general case will 
be proved by following techniques in Dennis [ 14, 1.71. 
LEMMA 2.6. If 
such that u= 1 -uq, w= 1 +uqEA’, then the following relations hold in 
St,(A) (n > 3): 
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Proof: Using the relations in [23, 0 91, one deduces routinely that 
hij(4’U) h,(--u-l)-’ = wij(-u-‘u) Wij(zc’) 
= Wji(U-‘U) Wij(U-‘) 
=xji(u-‘u)xij(-u-‘u)xji(u-‘u) wu(u-‘) 
= Xji(U-‘U) Xij(-U-‘U) Wij(U-‘) Xij(-U-‘U-‘) 
=xji(v-‘u)xij(u-‘(l -v))xji(-u)xij(u-‘(l -0-l)) 
= x,,((u-’ - 1) u)x~‘(~‘xu(u-‘(I - u))xv(u-‘(1 - u-‘)) 
= xji(-( 1 - u - ‘) U)xJi(U)xu(q) x,,(-24 -‘(u - ’ - 1)). 
(i) follows immediately. (ii) follows from (i) applied to the right-hand side of 
the equation 
Define the following subgroups of St,@, 9). 
H,(A, 9) = (h,(U) h,(U)-’ 1 U, U E A’, u E U mod g), 
A,@9 9) = (Xij(q)li CL 4 E 9)~ 
A,@9 9)= (Xij(q)li > j, 4 E 9)~ 
and, if n>3 and 1 <k<n-- 1, let 
A,,@, 9) = (xij(q)Ii <j, (4.i) z (k k + l>,q E g), 
A$@, 9) = (Xij(q)l i >.i, (iJ z (k + 1, kh 4 E 9). 
LEMMA 2.7. (a) ff,(A,A) normalizes A,(& g>, A;(.4 91, A,&& 91, 
AidA 0 
@I W,(A g),A.(kA)l =A,(-4 9); [H,(A 91, A,@,A)I =A,@, 9). 
(cl (-%+1,&)lc EA) normalizes A,&, g); (x~,~+ ‘(u)lu E A) nor- 
malizes A,&& g). 
W A,#, 9) = (x,c,k+ ,(q)lq E 9) K A,,&% 9); 
A,@, 9) = (x,c+ ,,&)lq E d ix A,&& ~0. 
The lemma is derived easily from the relations defining the Steinberg 
group. The details will be left to the reader. See [23, 4 91. 
Define the following subgroups of St,@, g): 
U,(A,g)=(c(u,l+q)luEA’,l+qE(l+g)nA*). 
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THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that g c Jacobson radical (A) and that A is 
generated additively by A’. 
(a) Every, element z E St,(A, g) can be written uniquely as a product 
z=xhy 
such that x E A;(A, g), h E H,(A, g), y E A,(A, g). 
(b) U,(A, g) c H,(A, g) is a normal subgroup and every element 
h E H,(A, g) can be written uniquely as a product 
h = t fi hIi 
i=2 
such that r E U,(A, g), wi E 1 + g (2 < i < n). 
Proo$ (a) Suppose that the product xhy is in the canonical form described 
in the theorem. The proof of [23,6.1] shows that &(A, g) is generated by 
elements ‘xij(q) = sxij(q) s-’ such that s E St,(A) and q E g. To prove that a 
canonical form exists for all elements of St,(A, g), it suffkes to show that 
z = (‘xu(q))xhy can be put in canonical form. Suppose that we can show 
that ‘(xhy) can be put in canonical form for any s E St,,(A). Write 
z = ’ [xij(q)(‘-‘xhy)]. Let ‘-lxhy = x’h’y’ be in canonical form. If i >j, it 
follows that xij(q) x’h’y’ is in canonical form. Thus, z = ‘[x,(q) x’h’y’] can 
be put in canonical form. If i cj, the same argument applies to 
z= Sxij’q’[x’h’y’xij(q)]. 
Next, we show that if s E St,(A) and xhy is in canonical form, then “(xhy) 
can be put in canonical form. From the relations which define St,(A), it 
follows easily that St,(A) is generated by elements xk,(a) such that 
] k - I] = 1. Furthermore, since A is generated additively by A’, it follows 
that xkl(a) is a product of elements x,Ju) such that u E A’. Thus, we can 
assume that s =x~,~+~(u) or x~+~,~(u). We consider only the case 
s = x~,~+ ,(u) since the other one can be handled similarly. By Lemma 2.7(d), 
we can write x =x,x,+,,~(~) such that xi E A,,(A, g) and q E g. Thus, 
‘(XhY) = ‘(XIXi+ 1,t(q) hY) = ‘XSXi+ l,i(q) h[h-‘,Xi,i+ ,(~)I’Y* BY Lemma 
2.7(c), ‘x1 E A;(A, g); by Lemma 2.7(b), [h-l, xi,i+I(u)] E A,(A, g); and 
clearly “y E A,(A, g). Thus, it suffkes to show that (‘xi+ I,i(q)) h can be 
written in canonical form. By Lemma 2.6(b), ‘xi+ ,,i(q) can be written in 
canonical form x’h’y’. Thus, (sxi+ ,,i(q)) h = x’h’y’h = x’h’h(h-‘y’h) and 
by Lemma 2.7(b), h-‘y’h E A,(A, g). 
Next, we prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. If xhy = x, h, y, , then 
x;‘xh = h, y, y-l. If rr: St,(A) -+ E,(A) denotes the canonical map, then 
x(x; ’ x) and rr( y, y - ‘) are respectively lower and upper triangular matrices 
with 1 on the diagonal and n(h) and Ir(h,) are diagonal matrices. From the 
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equation n(x;‘xh) = z(h, y1 y-l), it follows that n(h) = rr(hl) and that 
z(x;‘x)= n(vr y-l)= 1. By [23, 9.141, 71 is injective on A;@, g) and 
A,#, 9). Thus, x = xi and y = y, . Now from the equation xhy = x1 h, y,, it 
follows that h = h,. 
(b) From well-known relations [23, 9 91 in the Steinberg group, 
one obtains that c(u, u) = h,,(u) h,,(u) /rlz(uu)-’ = h,,(u) 1212(v~)-1 
( *~~(uu)hl*(u)) = h,,(u) h,*(uu)-’ h,,( VUV’U) !z,~((vu)*)-~. Thus, if u E A’ 
and u E 1 + Q, then C(U, U) E H&4, g). Thus, U,(A, g) c H&4,9). The 
normality of U&4, g) follows directly from relations H7 and H7’ in [28, 
Proposition 2.21. To show that every element of H&4, g) can be written as a 
product r nFE2 h,,(w,) such that c E U,(A, g) and wi E 1 + g (i = 2,..., n), it 
suffices to show every element of H&4, g)/U,(A, g) can be written as a 
product nFE2 hii such that wi E 1 + g (i= 2,..., n). The generators of 
H&4, g) are elements h,(u) h,(u)-’ such that u = u mod Q. If one defines 
c~,~(u, ) = h,(u) h,(u) hij(uu)-‘, then h,(u) h,(u)-’ = (by definition of ciJ) 
c~,~(u-~u, u)-’ hij(u-‘u) = ([28, Lemma 2.1(4)]) c~,~(u, u-’ u) hu(u-‘u) = 
([ 28, Proposition 2.3 (H. lo)] c( U, U-‘u) h,i([u, U-‘u])-’ hij(u-‘u). Hence, 
every element of H&4, g)/U,(A, g) is a product of elements h,(w) such that 
w E 1 + g. Now, by [28, Proposition 2.3(ii)], one can write such a product in 
the form desired. 
Next, we prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. Let 
II: St,& Q) + E&4, g) denote the canonical map. Suppose that 
t fi h*i(Wi) = {’ fi hIi( 
i=2 i=2 
R (t fi h*i(wi)) (resp. 71(<’ fi hIi(W 
i=2 i=2 
is a diagonal matrix 
it follows that Wi= WI (i= 2v.m.y n). Thus, ny=2 h,i(Wi)= nyz2 hii( 
Thus, < = c’. 
THEOREM 2.9, Suppose that g c Jacobson radical (A) and that A is 
generated additively over A’. Then 
481/78Dl6 
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and the canonical sequence below is exact 
I-+ U,(A, g)-+ U,(A)+ U,(A/s)+ 1. 
If U(A, g) = subgroup of St(A) generated by all c(u, 1 + q) such that u E A’ 
and 1 + q E (1 + g) f? A’, then by stabilizing the theorem above, one obtains 
immediately the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose that g c Jacobson radical (A) and that A is 
generated additively over A’. Then 
&(A, g) c U(A, g) 
and the canonical sequence below is exact 
1 -+ U(A, g) + U(A) + U(A/g) -+ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let z : St,(A) -+ E,(A) denote the canonical map. 
Suppose that z E K2(n, A, g). Write z in the canonical form z = xhy of 
Theorem 2.8(a). z(h) is a diagonal matrix. Since rr(x-‘) and z(y-‘) are 
respectively lower and upper triangular matrices with l’s on the diagonal and 
since X(X-‘y-l) = z(h), it follows that X(X-‘)= z(y-‘) = 1. Since x is 
injective on A;(A, g) and A,(A, g) by [23, 9.141, it follows that x =y = 1. 
Thus z = h. Write h in the canonical form h = r nf_ 2 hIi of 
theorem 2.8(b). Since 
*w;’ 




it follows that wi = 1 (i = 2,..., n). Since hIi = 1, it follows that h = <. 
Thus, K,(n, A, g) = U,,(A, 9). 
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, the only nontrivial item to 
demonstrate is that the ker(f: U,(A) -+ U,(A/g)) c U,(A, g). By definition, 
the sequence 1 + St,(A, g) + St,(A) -+ St,(A/g) -+ 1 is exact. Suppose that 
z E ker f: Thus, z E St,(A, g). Write z in the canonical form z = xhy of 
Theorem 2.8a). Write h in the canonical form h = <n;=2 h,t(wt) of 




* . . . 
1 
Applying arguments in the paragraph above, one deduces easily that x =y = 
n;=* hIi = 1. Thus, z = r E U,(A, g). 
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COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose that g c Jacobson radical (A) and that A is 
generated additively over A’. If K,(n, A/g) c U,(A/g), then the diagram 
below is commutative and has exact rows and columns 
1 1 I 
1 - K2b,A,S) - K2W) - K2(“.A/g) T 1 
1 __j Un(A,g) - U,(A) - U,(A/g) j 1 
1 1 l 
1 + [A’,l+gl ___j [A’ ,A’] - [A/g’.A/g’l-+ I 
1 I 1 
The proof of the corollary is left as a routine exercise. 
Remark 2.12. The condition above that K&z, A/g) c U,(A/g) is satisfied 
if A is semilocal and has no quotient isomorphic to F, x F,. This fact can be 
deduced easily from the existence [23,§ 91 of a Bruhat decomposition for 
St,(A/g) and Theorem 2.8. 
3. PREPARATIONS FROM CLASS FIELD THEORY 










finite, Galois extension of K 
finite set of valuations of K which contains 
all complex archimedean valuations 
all valuations on E which extend a valuation in Z 
completion of K at the valuation v of K 
completion of E at the valuation w of E 
group of all roots of unity in the field 
Ml 
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I,u(Ew)l if w noncomplex 
1 if w complex 
Let Ktb denote the maximal abelian extension of K, and let ( , KEb/K,): 
K; + Galois group (Kz’/K,) denote the reciprocity homomorphism [ 33, 
XIII $41 of local class field theory. The norm residue symbol at u 
( ) 5 : K; x K;,+@,) 
is defined by (a, b/v) = ((b, KEb/K,) u~‘~~)/u~‘~~. The following well-known 
result is quoted from [33, XIV 0 2, Proposition 71. 
THEOREM 3.1. The norm residue symbol ( ,/v) satis$es the Steinberg 
relations (2.1, relations O-2) and induces a nonsingular, antisymmetric, 
bilinear form 
( ) % : (K;/K;““) x (K;/K;“I’) +,u(K,). 
The next result generalizes the reciprocity law of Moore [22, Chap. II]. 
The proof of the generalization is simpler than the existing proofs [22, 
Chap. II] and [ 131 of Moore’s reciprocity law. 
THEOREM 3.2. If 
C(K’) = {a ]a E K’, a E K$ for all v E C}, 
then the sequences below are exact 
The following corollary is a trivial consequence of the theorem above. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For each v & Z, let X,, denote a subgroup of ,u(K,) and 
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let X denote the subgroup of p(K) generated by all Xz@’ such that v CI Z. 
Then the sequence below is exact 
K. @ qK.) lI”Ed .I”) + LJ p(K,)/X, ncCrmJm ,p(K)/X+ 1. 
uer 
We prepare now for the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Let JK denote the idele group [ 12, II 0 161 of K; thus, JK is the subgroup 
of nallv K; of elements l-Jv a, such for almost all nonarchimedean 
valuations v, v(a,) = 0. 
KEY LEMMA 3.4. Let G denote the Galois group of EfK and let ( , EfK) : 
JK -+ G/[G, G] denote the reciprocity homomorphism [ 12, VIII $ 51 of global 
class field theory. Let S denote a set of valuations of K such that 
{(K;, E/K)/ v E S} generates G/[G, G]. If 1 ‘lrnd E E then d is relatively 
prime to the set (mJm 1 v E S}. 
Proof If p is a rational prime such that p] d then we must show that for 
some v E S, p&m,/m). Let c E E be a primitive mp’th root of unity. Since 
[ @ K, there is an element u E G such that a(<) # 6. Since the action of G on 
K(c) factors through [G, G] and since {(K;, E/K)] v E S} generates 
G/[G, G], it follows that there is a v E S and an element a, E K, such that 
(a,, E/K)({) # C. Let w be an extension of v to E and let G” denote the 









it follows that (a,, E,/K,)(C) # C. Thus, C 6! K;. Thus, p;((%/m>. 
Proof of (3.2). Let f’ : K’ @ Z(K’) + uv++L. ,a(K,), a @ b M Hoer 
(a, b/v), let f: C(K’) 0 Z(K’) --+ Ilver p(K,), a 0 b t-+ Uver (a, b/v) and let 
g: LI otr YVQ -+ Y(K), Lh [, I--, nutz (:J”‘. The proof will be divided 
into three parts. The first two parts are standard repetitions of the literature. 
(i) g is surjective: Let v be a noncomplex valuation. Since ,u(K,) is 
cyclic of order m, and p(K) is cyclic of order m, it follows that the 
homomorphism p(K,) + p(K), CO E-+ c: J”‘, is surjective. Thus, g is 
surjective. 
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(ii) gf’ is trivial: Let a @ b E K’@Z(K’). If u EZ, then by 
Theorem 3.1, (a, b/v) = 1. Thus, to show that gf’ is trivial, it suffices to show 
that L. (a, b/4 mJm = 1. But, this is the content of [2, XII, Theorem 131. 
(iii) ker gc image f: The goal of the first paragraph will be to 
establish notation. Let c = NV61 I& E ker g and let d = order C. Let Jjj denote 
the subgroup of JR of all ideles a such that a, = 1 if u E Z. Let G denote the 
Galois group of K(l ‘lmd)/K and let ( , K( 1 ‘lmd)/K): Ji + G denote the 
reciprocity homomorphism of global class field theory restricted to Ji, cf. 
[ 12, VII Q 51. One of the properties of this map is that it factors through 
Ji/Z(K’). We recall that an element of Ji is called a prime idele if it has 
exactly one nontrivial coordinate and the nontrivial coordinate is a unifor- 
mizing parameter. If u E G, then by [ 12, VII 2.4, 4.2, 5.11, there is a prime 
idele 71, E Ji such that u = (rr,, K(l ‘lmd/K) and such that if v, is the 
valuation corresponding to the nontrivial coordinate of rr,, then C,, = 1. We 
fix some valuation u0 & Z such that [“, = 1. 
By (3.1), we can choose a,,, 6, E K, such that 
for all u CZ Z, 
Let 
a,=b,= 1 forallv&Z,{,= 1. 
/3= n b,EJ;. 
ud‘r 
By the approximation theorem [ 12, II Q 151 for K, there is an element 
a E Z(K’) such that 
a E aL, mod K,“l if&,#loro=v,forsomeaEGorv=v,. 
Using (3.1) and the fact that b, = 1 if C, = 1, one checks easily that for all 
v @ E, @,/3/v) = C, and (a, ndu) = 1 (u E G). Thus, 
a,@ 
( ) 
2 =& for all u 6Z 2’. 
u 
Define U c Ji by 
U, = {clc E K;, u(c) = 0} if u nonarchimedean, 
v # uO, z, unramified 
K( 1 ‘lmd), u(a) = 0, and 
( , /u) is tame (Section 4.2) 
= (Norm,“( 1 I/rnd),K &Ku( 1 ‘lmd)*)) ~7 Kirnu otherwise. 
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One of the properties of the tame symbol ( , ) on K; x K; is that (c, c’) = 1 
whenever u(c) = o(c’) = 0. From this property and (3.1), it follows that 
a,P 
( 1 -= 1 V for all ~&Z;,,UE U. 
Thus, 
a, bw 
( ) ~ =cu V 
for.all v @? C,P E U. 
If one gives Ji the subspace topology inherited from the idele topology 
[ 12, II 5 161 on JK, then U is an open subset of Ji. Since K&/U,, is finite 
(cf. [ 12, VI]), it follows from [ 12, II 5 16, Theorem] that J~/UC(K’) is finite. 
Thus, by the Tchebotarev density theorem cited in [ 10, A.71, for each u E G, 
there is a prime idele r, such that px, = t, mod tX(K’). Let c, E Z(K) and 
~1, E U such that 
p7r,p, 7; ’ = c, . (2) 
If it turns out by luck that for some u, /3rr, E W(K), then in Eq. (2) we can 
replace r;’ by 1. It would follow then by (1) that (a, co/o) = C, for all v & C, 
i.e., f(a @ cW) = [. If we do not have any luck, then we proceed as follows. 
Let W, denote the unique valuation of K such that (r,), # 1. By 
[12, VII51(B)], the map (,K(l ‘lmd)/K) factors through J@C(K’). 
Thus, G = {(a,,K(l l’md)/K) 1 u E G} = {(h,, K( 1 “md)/K) 1 u E G} = 
{(t,, K(l ‘lmd)/K) ] u E G}. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, d is relatively prime to 
(m,Jmlu E G}. Let n, = m,Jm. For each u E G, choose an integer z, such 
that ZoEG n,z, = 1 mod(d). Let c = noCG CF. Below, we shall show that 
for all v 6$ t; (a, c,Jv)“~~ = C;zJu. It will follow that (a, c/u) = noeG 
(a, c,/v)“~~ = <~o”~o = &,, i.e., f(a @ c) = [. If v # w,, then clearly 
(a, rJv) = 1; thus, by (1) and (i), ( a, c,/v) = &,. Suppose now that v = w,. 
By part (ii), we know that n,,, (a, c,/~)“‘fi~“’ = 1 and by assumption, l7,,, 
Fi,z/i lim,m = pdm i e 
Thus, since (a, c /w) = C for all 
(l c /W )ro = p. 
w # w,, it follows that 
Next,“we define Three) homomoiph&ms. Le? 
e : K’ @ Z(K) -+ E’ @ F(E’), 
aObk-+a@b, 
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Let 
be defined by the following commutative, exact diagram 
E’ B Z’(E’) ) - u(E) - 1 
t 
K’ @ Z(K’) - ~JCKJ - u(K) - I. 
vfz 
The next two results compute the ker E and the ker e,. The computation of 
the ker e, corrects an error in [29, 3.21. The error is corrected by replacing 
the condition \/--i-6?? F in [29, 3.21 by the condition < - [-’ @ F where 
<# fl is a 2-power root of unity. The proof of [29, 3.21 goes awry in the 
fourth paragraph where it assumes tacitly that if u is a generator of the 
Galois group of F(fl)/F and if [ is a generator of the 2-Sylow subgroup 
of p(F(\/--), then <” = c-‘. A counterexample is given by F = Q,(fl). If 
[ is a primitive 8 th root of unity, then F(G) = O,(c) and c” = - [-‘. 
It G is an abelian group and k is a natural number, let 
kG = ker(G + G, g F-+ kg). 
THEOREM 3.5. If ,u denotes the subgroup of ,u(E) generated by all p- 
power roots of unity such that p]m, then 
ker & = I~:~(,,)IPU(K) ifcharK#Oor 2J[K@):K] 
or there is a 2-power root of 
unity[#flsuchthatC-[-‘EK 
= 2(,E:KCpjlp(K)) otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that v is noncomplex and that w ] v. If pu, denotes 
the subgroup of ,u(E,) generated by all p-power roots of unity such that p ] m,, 
then 
ker en = IE,:K,~p,~l~W~) ifchar K # 0 or v is nondyadic 
or 2;([K,@,) : K,] or there is a 
2-power root of unity C # f 1 such 
thatc-C;-‘EK” 
= 2(IE,:KKU~Llw~l~WUN otherwise. 
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Remark 3.7. In the otherwise cases of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 above, the 
2-Sylow subgroups p(K)* = ,u(K,), = f 1, because if fl E Pi 
(resp. p(K,)J, then fl- (fl)-’ = 2fl E K (resp. K,). 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By [32, Theorem 31, the diagram below commutes 
!J (K) + v(K) . 
E 
Since p(K) is finite cyclic, it follows that the ker E 2: coker E and since the 
homomorphism p(E) + p(K), [ F--+ cmElm, is surjective, it follows that coker 
E = coker Norm,,, . Thus, it suffices to show that 
NormE&( = ,~(K)t~‘~(“)l if char K # 0 or 2[ [K@) : K] 
or there is a 2-power oot of 
unity [ f f 1 such that C - [- ’ E K 
= ~(9 ZIE:K(CI)I otherwise. 
If one writes p(E) =P x P’, then Norm,,K (,D’) = 1 (because 1~ ] and Ip( 
are relatively prime) and Norm,,,&) = Norm,,,,,, (NormEIKu,&u)) = 
Norm,u,,,, @tE”‘@)l). A routine exercise in Galois theory shows that 
Norm Ku,~,K~) = p(K) if char K # 0 or 2;([K@): K] or 
there is a 2-power oot of unity 
[#flsuchthat&--[-‘EK 
= p(K)* otherwise. 
The assertion of the theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let el denote the homomorphism e: : p(K,) + 
P(&), (a, b/v) t--+ (a, b/w). S’ mce E/K is Galois, it is clear that the ker 
e,=ker e:. If one replaces in the proof of Theorem 3.5 the reference to [32, 
Theorem 31 by a reference to [32, Theorem 41, then the proof of Theorem 3.5 
gives also a proof that the ker e: is what it should be. 
THEOREM 3.8. If D, is a finite, central, Ku-division algebra, then D, is 
split by a finite abelian extension E,/Kv such that [E,: K,] = dm 
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and such that if ,u, is defined as in Theorem 3.6 then [E,: K&u,,,)] is 
relatively prime to m,, . 
THEOREM 3.9. If D is a finite, central, K-division algebra, then D is split 
by a finite abelian extension E/K such that p] [E : K] ep 1 dm and such 
that ifp is defined as in Theorem 3.5, then [E: K(u)] is relatively prime to m. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. If k > 0 is a natural number, let k = k’k” denote 
the factorization of k such that k’ (resp. k”) is divisible only by primes 
which do not divide (resp. divide) m,. Let n, = dm]. Let c be a 
primitive (m,n,,)“th root of unity. Thus, K,(t;)/Kc is an abelian extension 
such that [K,(C) : K,,] = n y,. Let F,,,/K, denote an abelian extension such that 
[FL,, : K,] = n;,. The compositum E, = F,,,K,,(LJ is an abelian extension of K, 
such that [E,: K,(C)] = n6 and [E,: K,,] = n[,n[l = n,. Since [EH,: K,.] = n,., 
it follows from [30, 3 1. lo] that E, is a splitting field for D,. Since 
[E,: K,(c)] = n: is relatively prime to m,, it follows that pw c@,(c)). 
Since [ E ,u,,,, it follows that K,(C) = KJ,u,,,). Thus, [E,: KJp,,,)] is relatively 
prime to m,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. If D OK K, = M,(D:,) where Db is a division ring, 
let n, = dm. We shall use the following fact [30, 32.151 to guide us 
in constructing the splitting field required in the theorem; namely, an 
extension E/K is a splitting field for D o for each valuation v of K and each 
extension w of v to E, n,l [E, : K,]. 
If k > 0 is a natural number, let k = k’k” denote the factorization of k 
such that k’ (resp. k”) is divisible only by primes which do not divide (resp. 
divide) m. By [30, 32.11, n,, = 1 for almost all v. Let c be a primitive 
KI r,n,,fl m,n,)“th root of unity. Thus, K([)/K is an abelian extension such 
that [K(C): K] = [K(c): K]” and such that n; ] [K,(c): K,] for all v. Let 
n =dm. By the Grunwald-Wang theorem [36, Corollary21, there is a 
cyclic extension F/K such that [F: K] = n’ and such that for each v and 
each extension w of v to F, [F, : K,] = n;. Since [F: K] and [K(c) : K] are 
relatively prime, it follows that the compositum E = FK(<) is an abelian 
extension of K such that [E : K] = [F: K] [K(C) : K]. If w is an extension of v 
to E and if v’ is the restriction of w to F, then [E,: K,] = [F,,,: K,.] 
[K,,(C) : K,,]. Since n:, = [FL,, : K,] and n; ] [K,(C) :Ko], it follows n,] [E, : K,,]. 
Thus, by the paragraph above, E is a splitting field for D. Since [E : K(c)] = 
[F : K] = n’ is relatively prime to m, it follows that ,n cp(K([)). Since c E ,n, 
it follows that K(c) = K(n). Thus, [E: K(p)] is relatively prime to m. 
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4. K, OF LOCAL DIVISION ALGEBRAS AND CONGRUENCE ORDERS 
4.1. Notation and a Review of Local Division Algebras 
In this section, we shall establish notation for the rest of the chapter, while 
at the same time reviewing the structure of nonarchimedean, local division 
algebras. The main reference for local division algebras will be [ 30, 0 141. 














nonarchimedean, local field 
ring of integers in K 
finite, central K-division algebra 
maximal R-order on D 
uniformizing parameter for R 
uniformizing parameter for F 
drn 
IRIRnl 
root of unity of order q” - 1 
K[o], unique unramified extension of K of degree n 
R [w 1, ring of integers in L 
a generator of Galois group (L/K) 
reduced norm D -+ K 
STRUCTURE THEOREM. If L is identified with a maximal, unramified 
subfield of D, then for a suitable choice of n and II the following facts hold: 
(i) l7” = n. 
(ii) Conjugation by ll leaves L invariant and corresponds on L to the 
action of a generator a of Galois group (L/K). 
(iii) There are direct sum decompositions 
D=L@LlI@...@LII”-‘, 
e=sgsng f-e @snn-‘. 
The structure theorem says that D is the cyclic algebra (L/K, u, n). 
Remark. From the definition of the reduced norm, it follows that on 
every maximal subfield A4 of D, Nrd], = NMIK where N,,,,K denotes the norm 
map from M to K. 
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From the remark, one can deduce the following: 
COROLLARY. Nrd(L’) = (-I)“-’ rc. 
COROLLARY. The homomorphisms below are subjective: 
Nrd : D’ + K’, Nrd : 8’ -+ R’, 
Nrd: 1 +IIkB+ 1 +n lk”“R = (1 + lTk@) n R(k > 0), 
where (k/m 1 denotes the smallest integer > k/m. 
ProoJ By [33, V 9 2, Corollary to Proposition 31, NLIK: S’+ R’ is 
surjective. By [33, V $ 2, Proposition 31, NLIK : 1 + 7rkS + 1 + xkR (k > 0) is 
surjective. The corollary follows now from the remark above and the 
corollary above. 
4.2. Tame Symbol 
In this section, we shall recall the definition due to Dennis [ 15, III], of the 
tame symbol on a local division algebra and then we shall develop some 
properties of this symbol. 
Define recursively homomorphisms 
pi : @’ + 8*/l + ZZ@ g (@/Z78)* = (S/KS)’ (i E E) 
as follows: 
PO(U) = 13 
Pi+ *t”> = L”l PiCnu)* 
It is easy to check that for each i # 0, ker pi 2 1 + LW. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let U(D) be as in Section 2.2. If x, y E D’, let 
x = uI7’, y = vI7j where u, v E b’ and i, j E Z. Then the rule 
induces a surjective homomorphism 
t : U(D) + (S/xS)‘. 
The homomorphism t above is called the tame symbol on D. It is routine 
to check that if D = K, then t is the usual tame symbol on U(K) = K,(K). 
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ProoJ: To show that the rule c(x, y) H tc(x, y) = (-l)tipj(u)pi(u)-’ 
induces a homomorphism, it suffices to show that t preserves relations (2.2), 
UO-U2, for the symbol c( , ). 
(i) t preserves Ul : t(c(xy, z)) = t(c(“y, “z)) t(c(x, z)). Let x = UP, 
y=vIZj, z=wIZk h w ere u, u, w E b’ and i, j, k E Z. Thus, xy = u(“‘v) fli+j. 
Thus, 
t(c(xy, z)) = (-l)(i+j’kpk(U(“iU))pi+j(w)-’ 
= (-I)U+j)k 
Pk("i~)Pk(u)Pi+j(w)-', 
t(c(xy, Xz)) = t(c(“), “iz)) = (-lY’“pk(“iU)pj(“iW)-‘, 
@tx, z)) = (-l)ikp,(u)pi(w)-l. 
Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that 
Pi+j(w) =Pi(w)Pj(niw)’ c*> 
But this follows easily by induction on (iI from the recursive definition of the 
Pi* 
(ii) t preserves U2 : t(c(x, yz)) t(c( y, zx) t(c(z, xy)) = 1. Write x, y, and 
z as in (i) above. Then 
t(c(x, yz)) = (-l)io+k) Pj+k(">Pi(u("'w))= (by (*)I, 
C-1) i”+“‘pk(u)pj(““u)pi(u(“‘w))-‘. 
Similarly, 
t(c( y, zx) = (- 1 Y’@+ i)Pi(v)Pk(“iv)pj(W(“kU))-‘, 
t(c(z, xy)) = (-l)k”+j) Pj,,.(W>Pi(njw)pk(U(“i~))-‘. 
Using the fact that the p;s are homomorphisms, one shows easily that the 
product of the right-hand sides of the equations above is 1. 
(iii) t preserves UO: t(c( 1 -x, x)) = 1. If both x and 1 - x E b’, then 
by definition, t(c(1 -x, x)) = (-1)’ po(l -x) pa(x)-’ = 1. To complete the 
proof, it suffices to consider the case x 6Z @*. Write x = ~17’ where u E 8’ 
and i E Z, i + 0. Suppose first that i > 0. Then 1 -x E 8’. Thus, 
tc(1 -x,x)= (-l)“‘pi(l -x)po(u)-’ 
=pi(l - dzi) 
= 1. 
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Suppose now that i < 0. Let u = --u + 17-‘. Thus, u E c”’ and 1 -x = vI7’. 
Thus, 
tc( 1 - x, x) = (-l)i’ Pi(V) Pi(U) - 1 
= (-l)QIi(Vu-‘) 
= (-l)i’p,(-1 +17-i&) 
= (-l)i’ (-l)i 
= (-l)iCi+ 1) 
= 1. 
THEOREM 4.2. The sequence below is split, exact 
1 -+ u(e) -+ U(D) : (S/nS) + 1. 
C(Wk, zz) +- oJk 
ProoJ Let s : (S/ns)’ -+ U(D), c.ok --+ c(mk, If). Since t(c(ok, ZI)) = 
(-l)O’p,(wk)po(l)-’ = Wk, it follows that s splits t. Next, we show that s is 
a homomorphism. Since o generates (S/rrS)‘, it sufftces to show that 
c(wk, ZZ) = c(w, Z7)k. We shall proceed by induction on k. The case k = 1 is 
clear. Suppose now that the result is known for k. By (2.2), U2, U5, and U9, 
we can write 
C(cok+ l, n> = yBk, n) c(0, z7) = c(w, [Wk, Iz]) C(Wk, zz) c(0, zz). 
Thus, it sufftces to show c(w, [gk, IZ]) = 1. Since [wk, n] is a power of w, it 
follows from (2.2), U6 that c(w, [ak,17]) is a power of c(q 0). Thus, it 
suffices to show that c(w, w) = 1. Since c(o, w) is the image of the symbol 
(w, w)~ under the canonical homomorphism K,(L) -+ K,(D), it suffices to 
show that (0, w)~ = 1. Since the symbol ( , )L is bimultiplicative and since 
(w, -w)~ = 1, it follows that (w, CU)~ = (0, -l)L. But, by a theorem of 
Carroll [ 11, Theorem 11, (w, -l)L = 1. 
Next, we show that the homomorphism U(P) -+ U(D) is injective. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
i i 
K2(0/n0) - K2((I) - Kg(D) 
I 
U(o) - 'J(D) 
I 1 
E(O) - E(D) . 
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The columns are exact by definition and the top row is exact by [26]. Since 
the map E(@)+E(D) is injective, it follows that ker(U(@) + U(D)) = 
ker(K,(b)-+K,(D)). But by a theorem of Steinberg [23,9.13], 
K,(@/l7@) = 0, because @/l7@ = S/I& is a finite field. 
Finally, we prove exactness at U(D). From the definition of t, it is clear 
that u(a) c ker t. To prove the converse, we ask the reader to recall the 
homomorphism s: (S/7$)’ -+ U(D) above. If X denotes any set of generators 
of U(D) which is normalized by image(s), then the set 
Y= (x(st(x))-‘Ix E X} generates ker(t). Now, if we pick X as in 
Lemma 4.3, then it is very easy to check that Y c u(e). 
LEMMA 4.3. The family of symbols 
4% m 44 v) (u, v E e*> 
generates U(D) and is normalized by image(s) where s is the splitting to the 
tame symbol in Theorem 4.2. 
Proof: First, we show that image(s) normalizes the family of symbols in 
the lemma, The first paragraph in the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that 
image(s) is generated by the symbol c(w, Z7). Clearly, c(wqh’c(w, Z7) = c(w, ZZ) 
and by the relation (2.2), U7, ‘(“‘*“)c(u, v) = c(tw%, tw%). 
Next, we show that U(D) is generated by the family of symbols in the 
lemma. By definition, U(D) is generated by the symbols c(x, y) such that 
x, y E D’. Write x = ul7’, y = vlTi such that u, v E b’ and i, j E Z. By (2.2) 
Ul and U6, 
c(x, y) = uc(ni, v)y”c(zzi, l7j)) c(u, v) oc(u, l7’). 
Let K(n) denote the commutative subfield of D generated by K and ZZ. The 
symbol c(n’, ni) is the image of the symbol (ZZ’, n’),(,, under the canonical 
homomorphism K,(K(n)) + K,(D). Since the symbol ( , )K(n) is 
bimultiplicative and (n, -n),,,, = 1, it follows that (n’, ni),,,, = (fl, -1)“. 
Thus, c(n’, n’) = c(n, - 1)“. Thus, U(D) is generated by {“c(n’, u), 
“c(u, ZI’), c(t(, v)] u, D E @‘, i E Z}. By (2.2), U5, c(n’, u) = c(u, n’))‘. Thus, 
U(D) is generated by { “c(u, n’), c(u, v)] u, v E b’, i E Z}. Thus, it suffices to 
show that “c(u, n’) is a product of the symbols given in the lemma. Let 
E = fl. By (2.2), U6, c(~,n~+~) = c(u, P) c(heu, n’) and by (2.2), U6 
applied to c(u, lIl7-‘), c(n, n-‘) = c(“-‘u, ZZ-‘. Thus, we can reduce to the 
case i= 1. By (2.2), U9, ‘c(~,n)=c(ZI, u)-’ c([n, u], v)= ((2.2), U5) 
c(u, ZZ) c( [Z7, u], v). Thus, we can reduce further to the case v = 1. Write 
u = &a such that a E 1 + n@. By (2.2), Ul, c(u, 27) = Wk~(~, n) c(&, n). 
BY (2.2), U9, wkc(a, n) = c(l7, a) - l c([K a], Wk) = ((24 U5) da, n> 
c([I7, a], ok) and by the first paragraph in the proof of Theorem 4.2, 
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c(&, n) = c(~,ZZ)~. Thus, it suffices to show that c(cz,ZZ) =c(u’, v’) for 
some u’, ~7’ E @‘. Write a = 1 + Z7/? such that /3 E fl. 
Case (i). /I E 4’ : By (2.2), UO and U6, 
1 =c(l +np,-zIP)=c(l +np,n)nC(l +np,-/I). 
Thus 
c(1 + zzp, n) = (“c(1 + 17p, -/I))-’ = c(“(1 + ZIP), -“P)-‘. 
Case (ii). /3 ~5 P: Thus, 1 + /I E P. If y = (1 + /I)(1 -n)- ‘, then 
yEb’. Furthermore, 1 +n/I= (1 +zzy)(l -n). By (2.2), UL 
c(1 +np,n)=(‘+“y)C(l -L&n) c(1 +ny,n)=((2.2),UO) c(1 +fly,zz)= 
(case (i)) c(“(1 + QJ), -‘y))‘. 
By restricting the exact sequence in Theorem 4.2 to the K, subgroups, one 
obtains the following result: 
COROLLARY 4.4. The canonical sequence below is split exact 
1 + K*(P) -, K,(D) : (R/d). -, 1, 
c(L n> 4 c. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let 
w: K,(K) -, K,(D), (a, Nrd P>, ++ c(a, P), 
denote the homomorphism defined in Section 2.2. Let 
sD : (RInR). + K,(D), 6 t-+ c(L m 
denote the homomorphism defined in (4.4) and let 
s, : (R/xR)’ -+ K,(K), c++ cc, x),3 
denote the homomorphism defined by the multiplicativity of the symbol ( , )K 
in its first variable. Then w induces a homomorphism w: K,(R) + K*(0) such 
that the diagram below commutes and has split, exact rows 
1 - K2(0) - K2(D)&+ (R/nR)’ - 1 
+t 
$ 7 SD 7 id 
1 - K2(R) --+ K~(K)* (R/~TR)’ - 1. 
sK 
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Proof: By (4.4), the rows are split, exact. Next, we shall show that 
y/(K,(R)) c K,(B). By [ 17, 2.31, K,(R) is generated by the symbols (a, b), 
such that a, b E R’. By Section 4.1, the homomorphism Nrd: e’ + R’ is 
surjective. If /3 E 0’ such that NrdP = b, then, by definition, ~(a, b), = 
c(a,P). By definition, c(a,p) E U(8) and since a E center(@), it follows that 
c(a,P) E K,(B). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that ~(5, z)~ = 
c([, Z7) where c is a root of unity of K whose order is relatively prime to 
q = IR/lrR I. Let n = dm. From the bimultiplicativity of the symbol 
( , )K and from the fact [ 11, Theorem l] that ([, -l)K = 1, it follows that 
([, 7~)~ = (<, (-l)“-’ x)~, By Section 4.1, Nrd(fI) = (-I)“-’ n. Thus, 
w(i, Z>K = w(C, C-1 In-’ n) = a, n>. 
4.3 Main Results 
Let p = characteristic(R/rrR), e= ramification index of R, p(K) = group of 
all roots of unity in K, and 
where [k/e - I/(p - l)] denotes the largest integer <[k/e - l/(p - l)/. We 
note that if char(K) # 0, then ,u(K), = 1. Let 
: K,(K) +P(K) 
denote the norm residue symbol of Section 3. By [ 17, 2.6 and Section 41, 
( , /K) induces a homomorphism K,(R, xkR) +p(lrkR) such that the 
quotient homomorphism below is an isomorphism 
Recall from Section 2.2 the homomorphism 
w: K,(K) -, K,(D), 
(a, b)ix F-+ 6 4, 
where Nrd /I = b. By Corollary 4.6, ry(K,(R, llkB 17 R)) c K,(b, ZZkB). 
Thus, v induces a homomorphism 
w: K,(K)/K,(R, nk@ n R) + K,(D)/K,(P, nkfl). 
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If we identify K,(K)/K,(R, nk4 n R) = ,u(K)/fi(IZk@ n R) via the 
isomorphism above, then w defines a homomorphism 
w: PW)/W”@ n R) -, K#)/KA@, nk@‘), 
where Nrd p = b. 
The following technical condition will be needed in the statement of the 
theorem below. 
Condition 4.7’. If char K = 0 and K is dyadic, then one of the following 
conditions holds: 
0) 2%n, 
(ii) there is a 2-power root of unity [ # i 1 such that c - c- ’ E K, 
(iii) -1 E@IkFPn R), 
(iv) 4%n and 2% [K: a,]. 
THEOREM 4.7. The homomorphism 
ker w: ~(K)/,D(Z~~@ n R) -+ K,(D)/K,(@, nkB), 
( ) g I--+ c(f&P>, 
where Nrd /I = b, is surjective and 
ker w= 1 if Condition 4.7’ holds 
=lorfl in general. 
Proof. The surjectivity assertion is recorded in Corollary 4.15 and the 
computation of the ker v is recorded in Theorem 4.18. 
We conjecture that in Theorem 4.7, ker w = 1. 
LEMMA 4.8 
~(a, bc) = C(Q, b) ~(a, c) c([c, a], b), 
c(ab, c) = c(u, [b, c]) c(b, c) c(u, c). 
Proof: By (2.2), U6, ~(a, bc) = C(U, b)bc(a, c) = (U5) ~(a, b) ~(a C) 
c(c, a)‘c(u, c) = (U9) c(u,b) ~(a, c) c([c, a], b). By Ul, c@, c) = 
V(b, c) ~(a, c) = (U5) %(b, c) c(c, b) c(b, c) c(u, c) = (U5, U9) ~(a, [b, c]) 
c(b, c) c(a, c). 
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Recall from Section 2.4 the group V(@, nm@) generated by the symbols 
c(u, 1 + unm) such that u E @’ and u E 8. Let 
urn = U(@, nmq. 
From the exact sequence 1 + Urn + U(@) + U(@/lZm@) -+ 1 of 2.10, it 
follows that Urn is normal in U(0). In particular, Urn + i is normal in Urn. The 
purpose of the lemmas below will be to study the quotient Urn/Urn+ ,.
Throughout the study, we shall always make the following identification. 
LEMMA 4.9. The canonical homomorphism Urn + U(@/nm’ ‘4, lIm@/ 
lImn+‘8) allows one to identifr 
umI"mtl = u(qIIm+ ‘8, Ilm,/nm+ ‘6). 
Proof: Consider the commutative diagram 
1 
I + u(O/nm+‘O,rImO/lP+‘O) -+ u(olP+lo)- U(OlPO) + I 
1 I II 
1-c IJ 
m 3 




By 2.10, the rows and columns are exact. It follows formally now that the 
homomorphism Urn + U(,/,m + ‘8, nm8/lImt ‘8) is surjective (which was 
obvious anyways) and that its kernel is Urn+ 1. Let 
p(L)’ = group of all roots of unity of L whose order is prime to p. 
COROLLARY 4.10. If the symbol c(u, 1 + vnm) is evaluated in 
um/"m+l~ then its value remains unchanged if v is replaced by any v’ such 
that v s v’ mod 178. In particular, there is an 9 Ep(L)‘U {O), 
7 E u mod ZZ@, such that c(u, 1 + vflrn) = c(u, 1 + qLrrn). 
Proof: The first assertion follows from Lemma 4.9. The second assertion 
is proved as follows. By Hensel’s lemma, the canonical map 
p(L)’ -+ (S/KS)’ = (@/LV) is an isomorphism. Thus, 8’ = p(L)‘( 1 + n8). 
The assertion follows. 
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LEMMA 4.11. Suppose m > 1. Consider the symbol 
c:Px (1 +zzrnP)- UJU,,,. 
(a), c(1 + l7’P, 1 + PP) = 1, 
(b) c: (1 + ZIP) x (1 + ITme) + U,,,/U,, , is bimultiplicative, 
(c) c( 1 + IZ@, 1 + nrnFP) = 1 providing n% m + 1, 
(d) c is multiplicative in its second variable providing n # 2 or m > 2. 
(e) c( 1 + IZcd”, 1 + nrnfl) is central in U, /Urn + , and c is multiplicative 
mod c( 1 + ZZF”, 1 + ZZmF) in its second variable. 
Proof: Let u, v E P. As a preliminary step, we shall show that if i > 1, 
then c(1 + un’, 1 + vnm) = s(u@, vnm) where the symbol s( , ) is as in 
Section 2.2. Since nit m = 0 mod IZmtlP, it is clear that 
c( 1 + UP, 1 + VP) = c( 1 + uz7’( 1 + VP), 1 + vzzrn) 
= (2.3(SO)) s(uI7’, 1 + VP). 
Inverting both sides of S2 and then applying Sl, one deduces that 
s(b, a, + a2 + a, ba,) = s(b, a,)l+al” s(b, aJ. If b = un’, a, = 1, and 
= VlP, then s(u17’, 1 + vnm) = s(uZZ’, 1) s(un’, vZZm) and by SO, 
$d7i, 1) = c(-UP, 1 + UP) = (2.2(UO)) 1. 
(a) By the above, ~(1 + ul7*, 1 + vZZ”‘) = s(uD’, vn”‘). But by S2, 
s(uIP, vlzrn) = S(-VP, -uLq = (S3) s(-?.a, n(-vnm)) s(zz, (-vzzrn) 
(-uZZ)) = (because Z7(-vZZm) E (-vP)(-un) E 0 mod Z7”‘+ ‘F) s(-un, 0) 
s(zz,O)= 1. 
(b) If a E 1 + nfl and b, c E 1 + Z7”F, then by Lemma 4.8, c(a, bc) = 
c(a, b) c(a, c) c( [c, a], b). But [c, a] E 1 + flmt i P and thus by part (a), 
c([c, a], b) = 1. Thus, c( , ) is multiplicative in its second variable. Suppose 
now that a, b E 1 + n@ and c E 1 + II”@. By Lemma 4.8, by (a) and by 
relations U5, U7, U9 of Theorem 2.2, we have 
c(ab, c) = c(a, [b, c]) c(b, c) c(a, c) 
= Ib%(a, c) c(b, c) 
= c(a, c) c([c, al, [b, cl) c(b, c) 
= c(a, c) c(b, c). 
(c) By the structure theorem of Section 4.1, one knows that there is a 
generator (T E Galois groun (L/K) such that if 1 EL =K[w], then 
11117-l = “1. Also, recall that in the proof of Corollary 4.10, it was shown 
that @’ = ,u(L)‘( 1 + nfl). 
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Let u, u E 0. By the preliminary step preceding part (a), 
c( 1 + un, 1 + vnm) = ~(~17, vZ7”‘). By 2.3@3), s(uZZ, Arm) = s(fl, un”u) = 
s(D, zQ~“M-~) n*). Since the value of s( , ) in its second variable 
depends only mod IIm+‘@, it follows from the above that s(un, uZIm) = 
s(ZZ, mm) for some c E p(L)’ U (0). We shall show that ~(17, mm) = 1. We 
can assume that [E ,u(L)‘. Let p E @.‘) and let o E&5)’ be as in 
Section 4.1. By S3, 
s(d7, on*) = s(l7, cunrnp) = s(l7, oqrnp) nm>, 
s(lll7, oIIrn) = s(dih, zzrn) =stjl”ol7, nm>, 
and 
s(p”d7, Izrn) = s(l7, zzrn,uUw) = s(l7, (“mp)(wm+‘W) nm>. 
The equation c( 1 + uZ7’, 1 + vnm) = s(uZ7’, unm) established in the 
preliminary step and part (b) imply that s( , ) is additive in its second 
variable. Thus, s(Z7, (w - Llm+‘~)(“m~)F) = 1. If ntm + 1, then cm+’ # 1. 
Thus, since o generates p(L)‘, it follows that o - @‘+‘o z q mod nP for 
some q E,D(L)‘. Thus, s(n, v(“~,D) nm) = 1. But, since ,D is an arbitrary 
element of p(L)‘, it follows that ~“4 is an arbitrary element of ,u(L)‘. 
(d) If a E 8’ and b,c~ 1 +I7”6, then by Lemma4.8, c(a,bc) = 
c(a, b) c(a, c) c([c, a], b). Clearly, [c, a] E 1 + 17”6. Thus, if m > 2, then, by 
part (a), c([c, a], b) = 1. If n # 2 but m = 1, then n,fm + 1. Thus, by part (c), 
c( [c, a], b) = 1. 
(e) The centrality assertion follows from 2.2 (U7, U9). The 
multiplicativity assertion is established as in the proof of part (d). 
LEMMA 4.12. Suppose m > 1. 
(a) If < E U,/c( 1 + ZZF, 1 + nm@) Urn + , , then tj = c(w, 1 + rjGm) for 
some q E p(L)’ U (0). 
(b) If <Ec(l +Z7@, 1 +nm@) Um+,/Um+i, then <=c(l +ZZ, 
1 + mm) for some q E p(L)’ U {O}. 
Proof. (a) By definition, U,/c(l + n@, 1 + lIm@) U,, , is generated 
by symbols c(u, 1 + Mm). Below, we shall show that c(u, 1 + uZZm) =
c(o, 1 + ~17~) for some w E @. This will suffice to prove (a), because by 
Lemma 4.1 l(e), c( , ) is multiplicative in its second variable and by 
Corollary 4.10, c(0, 1 + wnm) = c(0, 1 + qnrn) for some rl E p(L)’ U (0). 
Let u E P”. Choose c E p(L)’ such that u = [(l + u’n). By Lemma 4.8, 
c(u, 1 + UP) = c(C, [ 1 + u’zz, 1 + tnrn]) c(1 + u/n, 1 + unm> 
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c(c, (1 + UP). Since [I + u’ZZ, 1 + on”‘] E 1 + nm+‘P, it follows by 
Lemma 4.9 that 
and clearly 
c(L [l +u’17,1 +uP])= 1 
Thus, 
c(1 + u’& 1 + fxJrn) = 1. 
c(u, 1 + on*) = c((, 1 + ?21rn). 
Since w generates p(L)‘, we can write w’ = <. If r = 1, then we are done. 
Suppose r > 1. By Lemma 4.8, c(<, 1 + unm) = c(w, [wr-‘, 1 + ~27~1) 
c(w’-‘, 1 + t.%rm) c(w, 1 + GM). By induction on r, we can assume that 
c(w’- I, 1 + tXP) = c(w, 1 + w’n’“) for some w’ E @. Applying now the 
multiplicativity of c( , ) in its second variable, we obtain that 
c([, 1 + unm) = c(w, 1 + wnm) for some w E e. 
(b) Below we shall show that c(1 + ufl, 1 + unm) = c(1 + l7, 
1 + wn’“) for some w E b. This will suffice to prove (b), because by 
Lemma 4.1 l(b), c( , ) is multiplicative in its second variable and by 
Corollary 4.10, c( 1 + II, 1 + wnm) = c( 1 + II, 1 + qn*) for some q E 
P(L)’ u PI. 
By the preliminary step in the proof of Lemma 4.11, 
s c(1 +un, 1 +unm)=s(un,unm). 
In the proof of 4.1 l(b), it was shown that 
s(ulz, unm> = s(l7, u(n*un-m) P). 
But, 
s(l7, u(nmun-m) n*> = c( 1 + n, 1 + wl;l”), 
where w = uII”u~-~. 
THEOREM 4.13. Suppose m > 1. 
(a) U, = U(e). 
(b) IfnImandn%m+l,then U,,,=U,,,+,. 
(c) of n%m and njm + 1, then the map below is an isomorphism 
e/Iiv -3 urn/u*, , 
[a] b+ ~(0, 1 + aIIm). 
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(d) If n%m and n 1 m + 1, then the map below is an isomorphism 
fY/IId+ U&(1 +n@, 1 +PW) urn+,, 
[a] t+ ~(0, 1 + uIZm), 
and the map below is a subjective homomorphism 
@/II@+c(l +Iz@, 1 +nmq u*+,/u*+, 
= c(1 + n@, 1 + nmq um+*/um+z, 
[a] H c( 1 + n, 1 + anm), 
whose kernel is contained in R/nR. 
Proof: (a) is trivial because 8/n@ = S/nS is a finite field and thus, 
U(@/I78) = K,(S/nS) = ([23, 9.131) 1. 
For the proofs of (b), (c), and (d), we need a couple of observations. By 
Lemmas 4.9, 4.1 l(e), and 4.12(a), the map 
e/m+ U,/c(l +n@, 1 +nmq um+r, 
[a] I--1 c(0, 1 + anm), 
is a surjective homomorphism. Furthermore, by Corollary 4.10, 
~(0, 1 + aIZm) = c(w, 1 + @Im), 
where q E p(L)’ U {O} such that a = ?,r mod 278. 
(b) By Lemma 4.1 l(c), c( 1 + Z7@, 1 + ZIm@) = 1. Thus, it sullices to 
show that c(o, 1 + qnrn) = 1 for all q E p(L)‘. Since n ( m, there is a k such 
that m = nk. Thus, lIm = rck. Clearly, manipulations for the symbol ( , )L 
are valid for the symbol c( , ) IL. xL.. Thus, if 4 E p(L)’ such that 6” = o, 
then c(o, 1 + vnk) = ~(6, 1 + qrrk)P = ~(6, (1 + ~n~)~) = (for some a E @) 
c([, 1 +aflm”)= (4.9) 1 mod U,,,,,. 
(c) By Lemma 4.1 I(c), c(1 + A’@, 1 + nm8) = 1. Thus, it sullices to 
show that c(o, 1 + VP) # 1 for all q E p(L)‘. Consider the canonical 
homomorphism n: U,JU,,,+, -+ 1 + nm@/l + P+‘B, ~(a, b) b aba-‘b-l, 
induced by the canonical projection St(@) + E(b). If u denotes the generator 
of the Galois group (L/K) corresponding to conjugation of L by D, then 
rr(c(w, 1 + qnm)) = (1 + o(~~w-‘) qfl”)(l + @Irn)-‘. If 4 denotes the 
homomorphism d: (1 + nm@)/l + Arm”@) + R/n@ = S/rrS( [ 1 + an*] t-+ 
[a]), then +r(c(w, 1 + @Im) = w(~~w-‘) q - q. Since n%m, it follows that 
crrn# 1. Since w generates S/nS over R/nR, it follows that 
o(~~w-‘) f 1 mod S/nS. Thus, w(~~w-‘) tf - q f 0 mod(rrS). 
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(d) To establish the first isomorphism, it s&ices to show that 
c(w, 1 + @7”) # 1 for all q E &5)‘. Consider the canonical homomorphism 
71: U,/U,+,+(l +nmc”)/(l +n m+ ‘@). Since 7rc( 1 + IIF, 1 + IPF) = 1, 
it suffices to show that ~(0, 1 + VP) # 1. But, this was done already in the 
proof of part (c). 
By Lemma 4.11 (b), the map e/II@ * c( 1 + IZF, 1 + IP@) U, + , /U, + 1, 
[a] tt c( 1 + II, 1 + CZP), is a homomorphism and by Lemma 4.12(b), the 
homomorphism is surjective. 
BY (b), u,,,,, = Umt2, hence 
c(1 +n@, 1 +IPp> u,+,/u,+, =c(l +ne, 1 +PP) u,+,/u,+,. 
Consider the canonical homomorphism 
r:c(l +ne, 1 +z7V)U,+JU,+*-* 1 +nm+ql +P+‘@“, 
c(a, b) b [a, b]. 
One obtains easily ~(1 + IT, 1 + VP) = (1 + (“q - q) P”) 
mod( 1 + ZIP+ ‘P) where o denotes the generator of the Galois group (L/K) 
corresponding to conjugation by ZZ. Clearly, 1 + (“q - q) Pi’ = 0 
mod( 1 + Pt ‘P) o “9 - v E 0 mod I78 o “q - v E 0 mod z!?. Since c 
generates also the Galois group ((S/nS)/(R/nR)), it follows that “9 - q E 0 
modxSovER. Thus, ker(F/flP+c(l +I7P, 1 +IZmL@‘)U,+,/U,+,)~ 
R/nR. 
THEOREM 4.14. Suppose m > 1. 
(a) K,(fl, n@) = K,V). 
(b) If ntrn + 1, then K,(@‘, IT”??) = K,(P’, I7”‘+ I@). 
(c) If n 1 m + 1, then the map below is a subjective homomorphism 
R/nR + K,(b, IZ”V’)/K,(@, IIm+ ‘a), 
[a] b c(1 + n, 1 + unm). 
Proof: By 2.10, K,(b, nib) c Ui (i 2 0). Thus, K,(F, 17’6) = Ui n 
K*(p). Thus, there is a canonical embedding K,(@, #b)/K,(@, Lli+‘6) c 
uil”i+ 1’ 
(a) By Theorem 4.14(a), U, = U, . Thus, K2(@) = K,(p,Z7@). 
Let rc denote the canonical homomorphism 7~: U,,,/U,,,+ I + (1 + Pa)/ 
(1 + P+‘0), c(a, b) b aba-‘b-l, induced by the canonical homo- 
morphism St(@) --) E(b). 
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(b) If n ] m, then we are done by Theorem 4.13(b). If nljm, then in the 
proof of 4.13(c), it was shown that the homomorphism n above is injective. 
Since 7c is trivial on K,(d, PB)/Kz(@, P+‘@) by the definition of K,, it 
follows that K2(@, nm@) = K,(B, lImt ‘8). 
(c) If n = 1, then the result is known already by [ 17, 3.21. Suppose 
n# 1. Since n] m + 1, it follows that n%m. By 4.13(d), the map is a 
homomorphism. We shall show that it is surjective. By 4.10 and 4.13(d), 
each element x E Urn/U,,, + I can be written as a product x = c(o, 1 + HZm) 
c( 1 + n, 1 + anm) such that a, b E F. Clearly, rrc( 1 + H, 1 t anm) = 1. 
Suppose that x E K,(B, 17mb)/K,(0, nm”@‘), then rcx = 1. Thus, 
rrc(o, 1 + brim) = 1. But, in the proof of 4.13(d) it was shown that if 
c(w, 1 + bnrn) = 1, then b = 0 mod ZZ@. Thus, c(w, 1 + bIY) = 1 by 4.9. 
Thus, x = c(1 + ZZ, 1 + anm). By 4.10, c(1 + zz, 1 + UP) = 
c( 1 t fl, 1 + mm) for some 17 E p(L)’ U (0). We want to show that q E R. 
Since 12 # 1 and n 1 m + 1, it follows that njrn t 2. Thus, by 4.13(b), 
u m+l = urn+,* Thus, c(l + IZ, 1 + mm) defines an element of 
K,(@, 17m@)/K2(8’, llrn + ’8). If r denotes the canonical map r: U,/U,, 2 - 
(1 +PV’)/(l +lZm+‘@), c(a,b)bubu-‘b-l, then rc(1 +D, 1 + vDm)= 
1 + (“q - q) ,*+ ’ where u is the generator of the Galois group (L/K) which 
corresponds to conjugation by Z7. Since c( 1 +ZI, 1 t vnm) defines an element 
of K,(@, WW)/K,(B, nrn+’ @), it follows that 7c(l + fl, 1 -I- qLrrn) = 1. 
Under the canonical identification (I + II” + ‘P)/( 1 + nm “0) = @/l7F = 
S/r&, the element 1 + (“v - q) l7”+’ corresponds to the element “9 - q. 
But, “q - r = 0 mod(nS) * v E R, because cr is also a generator of the 
Galois group ((S/zS)/(R/nR)). 
COROLLARY 4.15. The homomorphism 
w: ,u(K)/,u(l7’V n R) + K,(D)/K,(F, nk@) is surjective. 
r Nrdp) K k+ c(a, P> 
Proof: As a preliminary step we note that if F is a subfield of D, then by 
2.2, 4 9 ) IF’xF’ is a Steinberg symbol, namely, it satisfies the relations in 
2.1. 
It is sufficient to show that the groups K,(D)/K,(F) and 
K,(fl, nmP)/K2(@, Z7,+ ‘P) (m = 0, I,..., k - 1) are generated by symbols 
c(u, 8) such that a E K and p E D. The case K,(D)/K,(@) follows from 4.5 
and if m =0 or nj’m + 1, then K2(C”,ZTm@)/K2(FP,IIm+‘p)= 1 by 
4.14(a, b). Suppose that m > 0 and n 1 m + 1. By 4.14(c), K2(C’/ZZmp)/ 
K,(@, flm+ ’6) is generated by c(l + Z7, 1 + uZZm) such that a E R. By 
2.2(UO), c(1 + fl, -ZZ) = 1. Thus, by the preliminary step, c( 1 + fl, 
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1 +dP) = c(1 +n, 1 +&“)c(l +n, -zz) = c(1 +rr(1 +anm)(-n)). 
If m + 1 = ni, then (1 + afl”‘)(-n) = -(fl + an’). If b = 1 - an’ = 
1 + n - (n + urri), then 1 =b-‘b=b-‘(1 +Z7)-P(ZZ+un’). Thus, 
1 = (UO) c(b-‘(1 + n), -&‘(17+ an’)) = (preliminary step) c(b-‘(1 + ZZ), 
b-‘)c(b-‘, -(A’+ar+))c(l +n, -(D+an’)). By 4.9, c(b-‘(1 +n),b-I)= 1. 
Thus, c(1 + l7, -(ZZ + an’)) = c(b-I, -(n + an’)))’ = (preliminary step) 
c(b, -(I7 + mt)). 
COROLLARY 4.16. If < E K,(B), then there are vi E ,u(L)’ U (0) 
(1 <i<(m+ 1)/n) such that 
<zc 1 +ZZ, 1 +~qiZZni-’ modU,,,+,. 
( i 1 
The proof will be left as an exercise. 
Next, we turn our attention to the computation of ker w. 
Let E, )...) E, be a finite family of finite splitting fields of D. Let 
0; : K,(D) -+ K,(E,) (i = l,..., r) be the canonical homomorphism which is 
recalled in Section 2.2. Let 0’ = nc=i 0;. The composite of 0’ with the 
homomorphism 
fi K,(Ei) --) fi /J(E,), 
i=l i=l 
fJ (ui, bi) E, F+ fI (*) 3 
i=l i=l i 
defines a homomorphism 
0: K*(D) --) jj /J(Ei)* 
i=l 
Let 
e: AK) -+ n P(Ei), 
i=l 
LEMMA 4.17. The homomorphism 8: K,(D) + n;= 1 ,u(E,) induces a 
homomorphism 0: K2(D)/K2(@, @@) --) (n;=, ,u(E,))/e,@b ~7 R) and the 
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Proof: By 2.5, the diagram 
IJ 00 - e ’ a i=I 
commutes. Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that 
O(K,(fl, n&a)) c e,u(@b n R). Let Ti denote the ring of integers of Ei. If 
Oi denotes the composite of 0: : K,(D) --f K,(E,) and K&E,) +p(Ei), 
(a, b)E, C, (a, b/Ei)p then 0 = ni=i 8,. Below, we shall see that 
Oi(K,(8, n”j@)) cp(dTi). Assume this has been done. From the definition 
of ,u(niTi), it follows that for j large, p(dTi) = 1. Thus, for I large, 
Q(K,(@, flk “8)) = 1. For such 1, it is clear that the diagram below 
commutes 
u(K) /v (II k+%nrf) - ( f; dEi))ler(nk+%R). 
e i=l 
The proof of Corollary 4.15 shows that the homomorphism 
w: p(PFP n R)/p(nk+‘d n R) --f K2(@, nkB)/K,(@, lIk+‘@) is surjective. 
From the commutativity of the diagram, it follows now that 
Q(K,(B, Ilk@)) c e,u(IlkB n R). 
We shall show now that O&(@, @“a)) cp(n’Ti). To simplify notation, 
we set E = Ei and T= Ti. 
We can identify D OK E = M,(E) such that 8 c I-l,(T). The assertion 
follows now from the commutativity of the diagram below and the fact 2.11 
that the rows in the diagram are exact 
1 - K2(T,nJT) - K 2 (0) - 
I -+ K2@fn(T)$f$T)) - K2fPn(T)) - K2@ln(T)bl,(nJT)) 
CL 




I - K2(T,rrJT) l K 2 (‘0 - I$ CT/& 
I. I 
u(n'T) - IJ(T) 
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THEOREM 4.18. Zf 
then 
ker w = 1 if Condition 4.7’ holds 
=lor+l in general. 
Conjecture 4.19. ker ‘/I = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.18. If char(K) = 0, K is dyadic, and 
Condition 4.7’(iv) is satisfied, then ker w = 1 by Corollary A.3 in the 
appendix. 
Let (*) denote the following condition: If char K = 0 and K is dyadic, 
then one of conditions (i)-(iii) of 4.7’ holds. If E is a splitting field of D, 
then by Lemma 4.17, the diagram below commutes 
K2 CD) /K2 (O,nkO) 
/ k 
u (0 /u (IlkOnR) - u (El /eu (IIk&lR). 
e 
By 3.6 and 3.8, we can pick a splitting field E such that 
ker e = 1 if condition (*) holds 
= fl otherwise. 
The theorem follows. 
THEOREM 4.20. The homomorphism 
I/J: ,u(R)/p(ZZkC n R) -+ K,(~?/l7~0), 
7 
(” Nrda) K 
k-+ c(a, P), 
is surjective and ker ye is as in Theorem 4.18. 
Proof: By 2.11, we can canonically identify K,(e)/K*(@, IlkFD) = 
K,(F/ZZkfl). With this identification, the surjectivity of w was established in 
the proof of Corollary 4.15 and ker rq was computed in Theorem 4.18. 
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5. THE CRITICAL COKERNEL 
We fix the following notation: 
K global field 
D finite, central, K-division algebra 
z finite (possibly empty) set of valuations of K 
Kc completion of K at the valuation u of K 
DC completion of D at the valuation u of K 
I 
group of all roots of unity in K,, 
PKJ 1 
if v noncomplex 




IPWJI if v noncomplex 
0 if u complex. 
For o nonarchimedean, we let 
Rc valuation ring of K, 
c”, maximal R,-order on D,, 
Qr nonzero two-sided ideal of q> such that K,, g,? = P,, 
Pu(Q ,> 
lr.(g,nRollL~(PcRr.) I/m,,- 111 
PKJ;; 
where p, is the characteristic of the residue class field of K,. and for r E IR 
[r] = 0 if r,<O 
= largest integer <r if r > 0. 
We let 
We would like to point out that if char K # 0, then p(K& = 1 for all u and 
that if char K = 0, then ,u(K,),~, # 1 for only a finite number of u’s (cf. proof 
of Theorem 1.2). 
The following technical condition will be used when char K = 0 and Z 
consists solely of complex valuations and of real valuations which do not 
split D. 
Condition 5.1. If char K = 0, then one of the following holds: 
(i) 21(\/[D:Kl. 
(ii) There is a 2-power root of unity [ # * 1 such that [ - [-’ E K. 
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(iii) -1 E p(g). 
(iv) D is a quaternion algebra, i.e., 2 = dm, such that for each 
dyadic valuation u of K which does not split D, either 2% [K, : 64,] or there is 
a 2-power root of unity [ # f 1 such that [ - 4-l E K,, . 
If A is a hausdorff topological ring such that E(A) has a universal, central, 
topological extension &4) + E(A) (cf. Section 1.3), then by definition 
KyP(A) = ker(&4) -+ E(A)). 
By universality for St(A), it is clear that there is a canonical homomorphism 
K,(A) -+ KyP(A). 
The main result of the section is the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. 
CokeWW) -+ l-l Ki”PUU 0 “+& K2(Do)/Kt(% g,>> 
UdZ 
u arch u nonarch 
II1 ifNrd(D,) = K, for some 
noncomplex vE Z 
ifNrd(D,) # Ku-for all 
noncomplex vE C and Condition 
5.1. holds 
ifNrd(D,) # K, for all 
noncomplex vE Z 
Conjecture 5.3. If Nrd(D,) # K, for all noncomplex v E Z, then the 
coker in Theorem 5.2 is isomorphic to p(K)/p(g). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We begin by recalling the computations of the 
local groups and by showing that one can assume that Z: contains all 
complex valuations and real valuations which do not split D. 
Suppose v is a complex valuation of K. Thus, D, is a matrix ring with 
coefftcients in the complex numbers K, (cf. [30,32.2]) and thus, 
KyP(D,) = 1 (cf. [23, Corollary A.21). Thus, it is clear that we can assume 
that C contains all complex valuations of K. 
Suppose v is a real valuation of K which does not split D. Thus, D,, is a 
matrix ring with coefficients in the real quaternion algebra (cf. [30,32.2]) 
and, thus, KyP(D,) = 1 (cf. [ 11). Furthermore, Nrd(D,) # K,, (cf. 
[30, 33.41). Thus, it is clear that we can assume that C contains all real 
valuations of K which do not split D. 
Suppose that v is a real valuation of K which splits D. Thus, 
Nrd(D,) = K, . If b E K,, let /3 E D, such that Nrd(j?) = b. By [23, 
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Theorem A. I], the map ,u(K,) + KpP(K,), (a, b/v) t-+ (a, b)K, is an 
isomorphism. Thus, from Lemma 2.5, it follows that the map 
W” :P(K”) 5 K:OP(D”), 
( 1 $ t-c(a,P) 
is an isomorphism. 
Suppose that u is a nonarchimedean valuation of K. By Section 4.1, 
Nrd(D,) = K,. If b E K,, let p E D, such that Nrd(,@ = b. Let 
wv : NW4gJ -, JWo)IKA~~~ g,), 
a, b 
( 1 
0 i--+ 40) 
denote the surjective homomorphism of Theorem 4.7. If char K # 0 or v is a 
nondyadic valuation, then by Theorem 4.7, w. is an isomorphism. In general, 
kerW,= 1 or fl. 
Let 
Q = empty set if charK#O 
= {u ] u complex or Nrd(D,) # K,} if charK=O. 
Thus, if char K = 0, then D consists of all complex valuations of K and all 
real valuations of K which do not split D. Define 
R(K) = K if charK#O 
={c]cEK,cispositiveatallrealvEQ) if charK=O. 
By the Hassc-Schilling norm theorem [30, 33.151, Nrd(D) = O(K). Let 
w: K’ @ O(K) + K,(D), 
a 0 Nrddg) b c(a, 8) 
be the homomorphism defined in Section 












K2 (DJ /K2 ((?& 
v nonarch 
+ VZ 
P WV) /u (gv) 
v nonarch 
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where o is the canonical map and ~‘(a @ 6) = uocz (a, b/v). Since each v/,, 
is surjective, it follows that uo4r v/, is surjective. Thus, if rp’ is surjective, 
then coker(o) = 1. Suppose that there is a noncomplex u E Z such that 
Nrd(D,) = K,.. Thus, C-R is nonempty. From the exactness (3.2) of the 
sequence 
K’ @ R(K)’ -+ u p(K,,) r’t’crm”‘m ,p(K) -+ 1, 
L’@ R 
and from the fact that for any v E fl -Z, the map ,u(K,) =p(K) is 
surjective, it follows that the map q’: K’ @ R(K)’ + uvdr p(K,) is surjective. 
Suppose now that Nrd(D,) # K,, for all noncomplex u E Z. Thus, 0 = .Z. 




c 2 + z 
K CD )/K,U(,,gJ 
2 " 









uWJ/u(Q - u(K)/u(g) - 1. 
v arch v nonarch 
By (3.3), the bottom row is exact. 
Suppose that char K = 0 and that the technical condition 5.l(iv) is 
satisfied. Since D is a quaternion algebra, it follows from [29, 4.31 that w is 
surjective. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.7, the map u(+r wr is an 
isomorphism. Thus, coker rp = coker @ N ,@)/p(g). 
To handle the remaining cases of the theorem, we shall embed the 
commutative diagram above in a larger commutative diagram. We shall need 
some additional notation. 
Let E be a Galois splitting field of D, p(E) the group of all roots of unity 
in E, 
,u(E,) = group of all roots 
of unity in E, 
if w noncomplex 
= 1 if w complex, 
mE = idEk 
m,+ = Wdl if w noncomplex 
=o if w complex, 
Z’ = (w 1 w valuation of E, w/u for some u E 2). 
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If char K # 0, then t;’ is the empty set because C = R is the empty set. 
Suppose that char K = 0. We shall show that Z’ contains only complex 
valuations. Suppose that w E Z’ extends the valuation u E Z. If u is complqx, 
then w is complex. If 21 is not complex, then v is a real valuation which does 
not split D. Since E splits D, we know that w splits D. Thus, w must be 
complex because if w were real, it would not split D. Since Z’ is either empty 
or consists solely of complex primes, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that the 
sequence below is exact: 
Let 
Define 
by the commutative, exact diagram 
I E I 
a@ b K’@Nrd(D’) - ~$1 - 
Ll “3 
v(K) - 
-& v$z In 
If ,u,(Q) cp(E) is defined by 
then it is clear that the diagram below is commutative and exact: 
481/78/Z-18 
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KZ(E) * $ (-$u(EJ) @ & ($ u(Ev))+(g,) + u(E)/i+(g) + 1 
arch nonarch 
I ll’v I 
c 
I 
K' 8 Nrd(D) -. 
# 
u WV) 0 
+ 
P WV) /v (g,) - vW)/u(g) - 1 
‘z z 
arch nonarch 
Since E and E, are splitting fields of respectively D and D,,, there are 
canonical homomorphisms 
The composite of 0: with the homomorphism n,,, K,(E,.) -+ n,,.,19~(E,,.), 
defines a homomorphism 
If u is nonarchimedean, then by (4.17), 8, induces a homomorphism 
such that the diagram below commutes: 
,,‘KJ /v (9”) c fl u(Ew))/evu@v). 
e WIV ” 
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Furthermore, by (2.5) the diagram below commutes: 
K’ 8 Nrd(D’) + 5(E) . 
a@b t + (a, bjE 
From the two paragraphs above, it follows that the diagram below is 
commutative and has exact, horizontal rows (see p. 528). 
Suppose that either char K # 0 or that one of conditions 5.l(i-iii) is 
satisfied. We shall show first that the map uoa w. is an isomorphism. If 
v & E is real, then u must split D because Z = J2; thus, vu is an 
isomorphism. If u & Z is nonarchimedean, then by Theorem 4.7, vu is an 
isomorphism. Thus, uVe wV is an isomorphism. Furthermore, by 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.9, we can choose E such that ker E = 1. Now, by chasing 
the diagram below, one can show easily that coker v, zp(K)/p(g). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to consider the case that 
char K = 0, Z = R, and Condition 5.1 is not necessarily satisfied. By 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.9, we can choose E such that ker E r; (* 1). We have 
shown already that I,V” is surjective, that if v is nonarchimedean then 
ker w, E (*I), and that if v 6!G C is real then wV is an isomorphism. Thus, 
the map Live vu is surjective and its kernel is contained in the sub- 
group b#Z nonarch @(g&f 1)/!k))* Furthermore, the image of 
Il ua nonarch ~(ct,)(* l)/P(g,)) in &Wdd is P(g)(f l)/c1(9). BY chasing the 
diagram below, one can show easily now that coker 9 rp(K)/p(g) or 
luWMd(f 1). 
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6. SK,OF GLOBAL CONGRUENCE ORDERS ON DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
We shall adopt the notation of Section 5, with the following modifications 
and additions: 
2Y finite, nonempty set of valuations of K 
which contains all archimedean valuations of K 
R C-integers on K 
n (R,nK) 
UfZ 
e maximal R-order on D 
9 two-sided nonzero ideal of B 
q> completion of 6 at u G!? Z
9v completion of g at v 4 Z. 
The goal of the section is to compute SK,(@, 9). The computation will be 
done in two steps; first in Lemma 6.1 below, we shall compute the local 
groups SK,@, gJ and then in Theorem 6.2, we shall relate SK,(e, g) to the 
local groups via an exact sequence. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let v 4 Z. Let IT be a uniformizing parameter (Section 4.1) 
for q). 
(a) Let qU denote the number of elements in the residue class jield of 
K,. Let n, denote index(D,/K,) (Section 1.1). Let w be a root of unity in <, 
which generates a maximal, unramified extension of K,, such that the rule 
w -+ IIOn-’ corresponds to the action of a generator of the Galois group 
(K,(o)/K,) (cJ Section 4.1). Then the map below is an isomorphism 
[l] I- [GA-‘w-‘1. 
(b) If k is an integer >0, then 
SK 1 @, L7”@U) = 0. 
Note that SKI(epu) = 0 if n, = 1 and that n, = 1 for almost all v (cf. 
[30,32.1]). 
Proof. To simplify notation, write B in place of @“, q in place of qv, and 
n in place of n,. Thus, we have arrived at the notation of Section 4.1. We 
shall adopt now the rest of the notation of Section 4.1. Thus, R (resp. S) is 
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the valuation ring of K (res . L = K(o)), 
s” 
rr is a uniformizing parameter for 
both R and S and n = [D: K] = [K(w): K], q = IR/lrR 1, and q” = (S/nS(. 
(a) Consider the localization exact sequence [26] K,(8) -+ K,(D) -+ 
K,(@/Z7@) -, SK,(B) -, SK,(D). By [2419 SK,(D) = 1. Clearly, 
Kl(@/z7@) = K,(S/nS) = (S/7rS)’ and by 4.2, coker(K,(@) -+ K,(D)) = 
(R/lrR)‘. Thus, SK,(@) is a cyclic group of order ((4” - l)/(q - 1)). To 
complete the proof, it s&ices to show that [D&Z-‘o-‘1 has order at least 
(q” - l)/(q - 1). Let u denote the generator of the Galois group (K(o)/K) 
which corresponds to conjugation by 17 on K(w). If f denotes the canonical 
homomorphism J SK,(B) -+ K,(@/D@) = (S/ZS)‘, then f[ZIcA-lo-l] = 
f [%m-l] = “ox!-‘. But, since w generates (S/nS) and u generates also the 
Galois group ((S/nS)/(R/nR)), it follows that uow-l has order 
(4” - 1 Y(4 - 1). 
(b) Consider the exact sequence [23, 6.21 
K,(4) fl K,(q7kb) + SK@, Lm) + SK,(@) 4 K,(B/IP@). 
By 2.11, f is surjective. By the proof of part (a), the map 
SK,(@) --f K,(@/ZZ@) is injective. Thus, g is injective because the previous 
map factors through g. Thus, SK,(@, D’W) = 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. (a) If Nrd(D,,) = K, for some noncomplex v E C, then 
the canonical map below is an isomorphism: 
(b) Zf Nrd(D,) # K, for all noncomplex v E C and Lf Condition 5.1 
holds, then there is an exact sequence 
(c) If Nrd(D,) #K, for all noncomplex v E Z, then there is an exact 
sequence 
where k(9) =d9) or &9)(* 1). 
Codecture 6.3. If Nrd(D,) # K, for all noncomplex v E Z, then the 
exact sequence of 6.2(b) holds. 
The proof we shall give below of Theorem 6.2 is modelled on related 
computations in [3] and [4] for simple homotopy, surgery groups Li,+ ,(n) 
of finite groups n. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. The proof assembles results from the rest of the 
paper. The assembly mechanism is the exact sequence [5,7.36] 
where a denotes the restricted direct product [5, Section 7E]. By a theorem 
of Wang [35], SK,(D) = 1 and by a theorem of Nakayama and Matsushima 
[24], SK,(D,) = 1. By Lemma 6.1, SK,(&) = 1 for almost all v’s. Thus, 
au@ (SK,(D,), SK,(<)) = 1. Thus, there is an exact sequence 
The theorem follows now from the computation of coker ~0 given in 
Theorem 5.2. 
APPENDIX 
We adopt the notation of Section 4.1. The goal of the Appendix is to 
prove the injectivity of the homomorphism t,z ,u(K)/~@‘fl n R) + 
K,(D)/K,(fl, DkB) defined in Section 4.3 when K is a dyadic local field such 
that 2) [K: Q,] and 4+dm]. The result was required in the proof of 
Theorem 4.18 for the special case that Condition 4.7’(iv) is assumed to hold. 
Aside from this special case, the proof of Theorem 4.18 is independent of the 
Appendix. We shall require in the Appendix certain of the assertions of 
Theorem 4.18 which are independent of Condition 4.7’(iv). 
We consider first the following special case: K = Q,, D = quaternions 
over K. To prove the injectivity of v, we shall peoceed as follows. We shall 
define, by an explicit construction, a group V and a homomorphism 
x: U(D)/U(@, @B) + V such that the composite mapping 
p(Q,)//l(n”a n R) 4 K,(D)/K,(B, zzk4) -+ U(D)/U(@, PB) 4 V 
is injective. V and x will be constructed as follows. Choose I7 = fi. Let D’ 
act via conjugation on D./l + 4Z7@. We shall construct as a D.-invariant, 
central extension 
p: V+ D./l + 4II@ 
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such that kerp: B/277. This will allow us to define a pairing 
c:D’xD’-, V, 
(u, 0) t--+ “v’v’- ‘, 
where V’ Ep-l(u). It is clear that ?(u, V) does not depend on the chaise of i7. 
Using the D.-invariance of p, one verifies easily the relations 
(Ul) F(u, VW) = C(u, u) “ii@, W), 
(U2) F(uu, w) = V((u, w) yu, w). 
If we can also prove 
(UO) E(u, 1 - u) = 1 (u, 1 - ZJ ED’) 
and 
(A.l) E(-1, 1 +ZI)# 1, 
then we can deduce the following theorem. 
THEOREM A.2. If D is the quaternions over Q,, then the homomorphism 
w: &l!,)/,~(I7~@ n Z J -+ K2(D)/K2(@, nk@‘) is injective. 
ProoJ If - 1 E ~(~~0 n E *), then by Theorem 4.18, w is injective. Thus, 
we can assume that -1 &,LJ(D~@ n Z,). Since &Q!,) = fl, it follows that 
&Ike n z,) = 1. 
By straightforward calculation, one deduces that k > 6. By Theorem 2.2, 
there is a canonical homomorphism 
x: U(D)+ V, c(u, 0) t+ qu, v). 
Furthermore, from the construction of V, it will be evident hat if k > 6, then 
x factors through U(D)/U(@, nkB). To prove the theorem, it suffices to 
show that xw(-1) # 1. Let ( , /Q,) denote the norm residue symbol at Q,. 
Since -1 = (-1, -l/Q,) and since Nrd(1 + ZZ) = Nrd(1 + fl) = -1, it 
follows by definition that x11/(-1) =x1&-1, -l/Q,) =xc(-1, 1 + n) = 
E(-1, 1 +D)# 1 by A.l. 
COROLLARY A.3. Let K be a dyadic localj?eld such that 2% [K: a,]. Let 
D be a finite, central K-division algebra such that 4%dm. Then the 
homomorphism v: ,a(K)/,~(l7~@ n R) -+ K2(D)/K2(@, l7’@) is injective. 
Remark A.4. If Theorem A.2 can be extended to any finite, central Q,- 
division algebra D such that dm = 2e, then one can drop in 
Corollary A.3 the restriction that 4$dm. The proof below for 
Corollary A.3 would sufftce also for the modification of Corollary A.3. 
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Proof of A.3. We consider first the special case that D is a quaternion 
skew field. Since 2t [K: O,], it follows (cf. [30]) that if C is the unique 
quaternion skew field with center Qz, then D = C @& K. Let @c denote the 
valuation ring of C. Consider the commutative diagram 
a,b $K 
K u(K)/u(IIkUn R) - 
(1) I 




~(9~)i~(n~U n 3) - K2W/K2(C$,Ii 
k 
$9 
0 n 0,) 
where f denotes the canonical homomorphism. If - 1 E p(@V n R), then vK 
is injective by Theorem 4.18. Suppose -1 @,@7’V n R). Since 2% [K: Q,], 
it follows from Theorem 3.6 that e is injective. Thus, image(e) = f 1. By 
Theorem 4.18, ker v/K c + 1. To show that vIK is injective, it suffices now to 
show that f~o, is injective. By Theorem A.2, wQ is injective. Let 
i, : K2(C) -+ K,(D) denote the canonical homomorphism and let 
i*: K,(D) + K2(C) denote the transfer homomorphism [23, Section 141. It is 
clear that f is induced by i* and it is not difficult to check that i* induces a 
homomorphism g: KJD)/K@, nkB) + KS(C)/KZ(&, nkB n @c). Another 
routine exercise will show that i*i* = [D: C] Id = [K: Q,] Id where Id 
denotes the identity map. Thus, gf= [K: CR,] Id. Thus gfiis is injective. 
We consider now the general case. Since 4kd[m; it follows that we 
can write D = C 0, C’ where C is the quaternion skew lield with center K. 
Let @c denote the valuation ring of C. Consider the diagram 
K2(D)/K2(bIIk~) 
u(K)/e(llk~ n R) 
i 
f 
K2(Q/K&, Ilk0 n 0,) 
where f is the canonical homomorphism. We shall show that the diagram is 
commutative. Let y E C’. By the tower formula [ 18, p. 281 for the reduced 
norm, Nrdc(y)u”c1”2 = Nrd,(y). Thus, 
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If -1 Ep(L@nR), then by Theorem 4.18, ker vD = 1. Suppose that 
-1 &p(@@ nR). To prove the corollary, it suffices to prove that 
flD:c] ~~(-1) # 1. Th us, it suffices to show that fvc(-1) # 1. By the 
special case above, ~~(-1) # 1. As in the proof of the special case, one can 
show that there is a homomorphism g: K2(0)/K2(8, @Y”) + _~. 
KZ(C)/KZ(Fc, IT”& nR) such that gf= flm Id. Since 2,j’@: C], it 
follows that gfwc(- 1) # 1. Thus, fi,-(-1) # 1. 
Before beginning the construction of p: V + D’/1 + 4ZZ?, we need to 
record some formal interdependences amongst the relations UO-U9 of 
Theorem 2.2. To begin, we note that relations Ul-U9 can be written down 
for entries u, n,... of any group, and that Ul, U2 formally imply U3-U9 [28, 
Lemma 1.11. The ring theoretic nature of D is only reflected by UO. 
The next lemma is due partially to R. K. Dennis (unpublished). 
LEMMA AS. Let D be a division algebra, u, v ,... E D’. 
(i) Relations Ul, U5 imply relation U2 (hence Ul-U9 by the result 
mentioned above). 
(ii) Relations UO, Ul, U6 imply relation 
(UO’) (c(u, -u) = 1 (u E D’)). 
(iii) Relations UO’, Ul, U6 imply relation U5 (hence Ul-U9 by (i)). 
(iv) If D is a local division algebra and tf@ is its ring of integers, 
then relation UO’ will follow from relations Ul, U6 providing that the 
relation c(u, -u) = 1 holds for all u E 8, u # 0: Furthermore, UO will hold tf 
in addition relation c(v, 1 - v) = 1 holds for all v E b’, v # 1. 
Proof. (i) U5 states that c(u, v) = c(v, u))‘. Thus, Ul, U5 imply U6. 
Applying Ul, U6 in reverse order to c(uu’, vu’), we get 
(U7) c(u, v) c(u’, v’) = c(~“%d, ‘uv”lv’) c(u, v), 
Also, we have 
(Ul’) c(uv, w) = c(vv -‘uv, w) = c(u, “w) c(v, w), 
(U6’) c(u, VW) = c(u, ww-‘VW) = c(u, w) c(“‘u, v). 
Hence, 
c(u, VW) c(v, wu) = c(u, w) c(%, v) c(v, u) c(“v, w) W’) 
= c(u, w) Y(w-1, v) c(wu, v) c(v, u) c(%, w) Wl) 
= c(u, w) W”c(w - 1, v) c(w, “v) c( “v, w) (U5, Ul’) 
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= c(u, w) w”c(w - 1, u) W5) 
= U”c(w - 1 , u) 4% w) W7) 
= WA w) c(u, w) Wl) 
= c(uu, w). W) 
The above, together with U5, gives U2. 
(ii) Ul implies that for all u, v E D’ such that [u, u] = 1, 
1 =c(l,u)=c(uu-‘,u) 
= c(u, Y) c(u -‘, u). 
Hence, 
C(U-', u)-’ = c(u, u). 
Similarly, by U6, 
c(u, u-y = c(u, u). 
Thus, for all u E D’ such that u # 1, 
c(u,-u)=c(u,(l-24)(1-rC’)-‘) 
=c(u, 1 --)c(u, (1 -u-‘)-I) (U6) 
= c(u, 1 -UP-’ P-JO) 
= c(u-1, 1 -u-‘)= 1. &JO) 
(iii) By UO’, Ul, U6, one has that 
1 = c(uu, -uv) = “c(u, -uu) c(u, -uu) 
= V(u, u) -c(u, u). 
Hence, 
c(u, u) = c(u, 24) - ‘. 
(iv) First we shall show that UO’ holds; namely, c(u, -u) = 1 for all 
u ED’. By the proof of (ii), we know by Ul, U6 that for all u, u E D’ such 
that [u, u] = 1, 
c(u, 0) = c(u, u-y = c(uP, u). 
Hence, if u E D’ such that u 4 8, then u -’ E d and 
44 -u)=c(u-l, -u-l)= 1. 
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Now, by (iii) we can deduce that U5 holds and thus by (i), we can deduce 
that Ul-U9 hold. 
Next, we show that UO holds. Consider first the special case u E P, 
u @ P. Since 1 - u E es, it follows from U5 that 
Suppose now that uED', u&8’. Then u-‘El7@ and 1-u-‘Eb’. 
Thus, 
c(u, 1 - u) = c(u, -u(l - u-1)) = c(u, -u) c(u, 1 - u-‘) G-J6) 
= c(u-‘, 1 -u--1)--1 = 1. 
We construct now in several steps the central extension 
p: V+ D./l + 4l7@. It will be assumed for the rest of the appendix that 
K=Q,. 
We shall require the following restrictions and additions in notation. Let 
7t = 2. 
Thus, in the notation of Section 4.1, 
Let w be the primitive 3rd root of unity, w’ = o* = o-‘, B be the 
multiplicative group { 1, w, w’} and, L = Q,w. 
The extension L/K is an unramified quadratic extension and the residue 
class field of L is F,. We shall w and w’ denote also the classes of respec- 
tively w and w’ in F,. Thus 
F, = (0, 1, w, w’). 
If a E L (resp. iF4), we let 
a w a’ 
denote the action of the nontrivial element of the Galois group of L/K (resp. 
F4/F2). Let 
denote respectively the norm and trace maps. 
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LEMMA A.6 The set V, = F, x F, x F, X F, of elements a = 
(a,, a*, (x3, a4) (ai E F,, a2 E IF?) is a group under the following 
multiplication law: 
4 = (a, + Ply a2 + P2 + WP, ~1, a3 + P3 y a4 + P4 
+ 4CA + A) 0 + adI W. 
The centerV,=OXlF,XOXF, and the map p,:VO+1+Z7@/l+4176 
defined by 
PO(a) = 1 + a,n + (Na, ~f~+a,)l7~+(a,w’+a,a,+a,)l7~ 
+((Na,+ I)a,+Na, - w’ + T(a, al) - w + Ta,) I74 
is a group homomorphism such that ker(p,) = {(0, 0, 0, a4) 1 a4 E F4} c 
center V,. 
The proof is a straightforward calculation. 
To prepare for the statement and proof of the next lemma, we need to 
recall the structure of the multiplicative group 
If y E 1 + D@‘, then y has a unique power series expansion 
y=1+y,n+y2n2+-9 bi E au I”l)* 
The semidirect products above are determined by the following relations: 
(RI) w(l+y,n+y2n2+...)=1+y,w,n+y2n2+..., 
WI ())3 = I,&)’ = w2 = cl-‘, 
(R3) “w = 0’9 “(1+y,n+y2n2+...)=1+yl,+y;T;12+.... 
We shall apply the above mainly to the quotient group D./l + 4I7@ = 
D./l + P@. 
LEMMA A.7. Let W c 1 + IIP/l + 4lI@ denote the subgroup generated 
by 1 + wn2, 1 + wn4. Then 
(i) W-Z, X Z,, Wnp,(V,)= (1, 1 tD4)= L, is central in 
D./l t 4l7@ and 
1 + z7@/1 + 4176 =pJV,) * w. 
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(ii) The functions ui : 1 + ZM -+ F, (i = 1,2) defined by 
a,(1 + ylD+ . ..)=NY. + Tyz, 
~~(~+YI~+...)=NY,+NY,.TY,+T(Y,Y~)+T(Y,) 
are surjective group homomorphisms. 
(iii) If y E 1 + IT@, y = 1 + y, Z7 + .a., then modulo 1 + 4l7@ there is 
a decomposition y = pO(y*) 7 such that 
Y* = (Yl, T(Y;w), YlY;+Y3, WY, - TY, + NY, + TY, + T(Y;~)) 0) E Vo 
and 
y= 1 +a,(y)oIz2+c7,(y)w174E w. 
(iv) The sequence below is exact 
o+z,-+ v$+ 1 +D@/l +IPB= IF,@ F2+0. 
The proof is again a straightforward calculation. 
We want now to define a D.-operation on V, which factors through 
1 + D48. Clearly the operation of V, on itself given by conjugation factors 
through pO( V,,) and even through pO( VO)/pO( V,) n 1 + lT48, by Lemmas A.6 
and A.7(i). We can extend this operation by the following lemma. 
LEMMA A.8. Leta=(a,,a,,a,,a,)EV,-,. Let y=l+y,D+...El+ 
l7@. By Lemma A.‘l(iii), we can decompose y =p,,(y*) 7. Then the following 
equations define an action of D./l + II48 on V, : 
ya = y* . (a,, a2, a3 + a,u,(y), a4 + a2ul(r)). y*-‘, 
@a = (a,&, a2, a3w’, a4), 
“a=(a;,a,+Na,, a;,a;+a,+wNa,+a,a~). 
Furthermore, under this action, p,, is D./l + 1148-invariant and ker(p,) is 
elementwise fixed. 
The proof is again a straightforward calculation. 
By Lemma A.8, the subgroup W c 1 + II@/1 + 4lZ@ of Lemma A.7 acts 
on V,. We let Vi denote the semidirect product 
V;=V,>a W={[a,n]iaEV,,nE W}. 
Vi contains the normal subgroup H 1: Z, generated by the element 
h = [(O, 0, 0, w), 1 + IT”]. We let 
v, = v;pL 
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It is clear that the natural homomorphisms 
are injective. The rule 
induces surjective group homomorphism (Lemma A.7(i)) 
p,: VI--+ 1 +D@/l+4D@ 
such that kerp, = kerp,. 
LEMMA A.9. If y E 1 + I7@, let y =p,,(y*) . jj be the decomposition given 
by Lemma A.‘l(iii). Then the equations below define an action of D./l + 48 
on v, 
“IO, 1 + on*1 = [(O, l,O, l), 1 + wP]1, 
qo, 1 + WPj = [(O, 0, 0, Cc), 1 + WD”], 
*[a, in= una, in. 
Proof: First, one shows that [h = h for all <E D’ and h E H. The 
equation is easy to verify except for possibly the case r = D. Let c = l7. Then 
y0, I + ~41 = “~0, (1 + d*yn 
= ~(0, 1,0, 11, 1 + diq* 
= [(O, l,O, l)l+U”2 (0, 1~0, 11, (1tdw 
= uww, 11, (1tm*n 
= uco,o,o, 1),(1 n. 
Thus, 
“h=~(O,O,O,o’)(O,O,0,1), 1 tD41=h. 
Next, one establishes by explicit computation that for all e E D’, the map 
v b %(v E V,) defined by the equations above is an automorphism of the 
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group Vi. Then, by making use of the semidirect product decomposition of 
D’, one shows that the map 
(k-+ (u I-+ “u)(u E V,) 
defines a homomorphism 
D./l + 48 + Aut I’, . 
The lemma follows. 
We define now the desired extension V of D./I + lZ54. Let X denote the 
subgroup of D’ generated by I7 and w. By Lemma A.9, X acts on V,. Define 
V to be the semidirect product 
v= v, XIX. 
Define an action of D’ on V as follows: Let ord: D’ + F, denote the discrete 
valuation on D modulo 2. Then for u E V, , s, x E X, y E 1 t n@ and FE V, 
such that p,(yT = y, we define an action of D’ on V by the equations 
yu, s) = (jq- l, s), 
-- 
‘(u, s) = (“u . (0, 0, 0, ord x . ord s), 3). 
Define 
p: V-+ D./l + 4li’@ 
such that p IV, =pl and p(x) (x = lI, w) is he class of x in D./l t 4II@. It is 
straightforward to check that p is D.-invariant and that ker(p) is left 
elementwise fixed by D’. The latter fact allows to define a pairing 
F:D’xD’-+V, 
(24, u) I--+ “27C- l (fiEE)-l(u)) 
which does not depend on the choice of 0: 
To complete the program set out in the second paragraph of the Appendix, 
it remains to show that the pairing C satisfies relation UO and that 
C(- 1, 1 + n) # 1. This will be done in respectively Lemmas A.10 and A. 12. 
LEMMA A.lO. The relation 
(UO) F(z.4, 1- u) = 1 
is satisfied for all u E D’, u # 1. 
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Proof: We note first that the homomorphisms 
ui: 1 +n@+ F,, 
defined in Lemma A.7, can be extended to homomorphisms 
by ui(w) = o,(Z7) = 0. 
To establish the lemma, it suffices by Lemma A.S(iv) to show the 
following: 
I. qu, -u) = 1 
II. F(u, 1 -u)= 1 
for all u E e, u # 0; 
for all u E b’, u # 1. 
To show equation I, we write u = nk< for suitable k E N, <E P. Then, by 
Ul, U6: 
@, -24) = ““f((r, nk )“2k F(<, -<) i;(nk, 47”)“” qnk, lg. 
We compute term by term the right-hand side of this equation. To compute 
F(<, -<), we note that -1 = 1 + l7* + l74 modulo 1 + 4IZF” and that 
1 + ZZ* + IZ4 is represented in V, by (0, 1, 0,O) (cf. Lemma A7(iii)). From 
this and from A.8, A.9, we get 
G, 3) = qr, ,l + nz + n”) q(r, r) 
= (O,O, 0, u,(O)(O, 090, u,(r)‘) = 1. 
Similarly, we get 
F(lIk, 47”) = qn, 1 + zz* + n4)k cp, n>“’ 
= (O,O, 0, l)k(O, o,o, l)k’ = 1. 
From the definition of E it follows that 
F((r, Irk) c(nk, () = 1. 
Thus, I is proved. I together with Lemma A.5(iii, iv) implies 
(U5) c(u, v) c(u, 24) = 1. 
Thus, to prove II, we can assume that either ZJ E 0’ or 1 - u E e’. 
Suppose first that u E ZZP’. Let 
u = y1n + y&f* + yJ3 + y4n4 (YiEQU PI)* 
481/78/Z-19 
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Computing v = 1 - u modulo 1 + 4ZI@, we get 
v=1-u=1+(1+z7*)u 
= 1 + yin + y*n* + (Yl + Y3) zz’ + (Y2 + Y.4) fi4 
=IJo(& * uo 
where, by Lemma A.7(iii), 
6 = (Y,, T(Y!,w), rlr; + yl+ 73, [NY,% +W, + TYZ 
+ T((Y; + ~3 ~11 w) E vo 
and 
u. = 1 + a,(v) ol7* + U*(V) wlT4. 
We have also 
p,(6) = 1 + y,ZZ + (NY, . w + T(y;w)) IZ* 
+ (YEW’ + rlT(y;w) + Y,Y; + ~1 + y&Z3 + (*In”- 
By Ul, we can write 
F( 1 - u, u) = p~(*)E(uo, u) @p,(6), u). 
We distinguish now four cases: 
Case 1. 0 = yI = y2 = y3 # ~4. By Ul, U6, 
F(uo, 24) = quo, y4) y4E(uo, n”> = V(uo, lz”) = quo, II”). 
By Lemma A. 10, IT4 operates trivially on V, . Thus, 
~(uo,n4)=F(n4,uo)-~= 1. 
Thus, by definition of E, 
C((p,@), u)-’ = “6 * 6-I = 1. 
Case 2. 0 = yr = y2 # y3. By the invariance of E, we can assume, after 
conjugation by ys, that y3 = 1. 
We have 
quo, 24) = quo, 1 + y4 II) ‘+ y+(Vo, zz’). 
By Lemma A.8, 
quo, 1 + y411) = 1. 
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By definition of F, 
qn3, uo) = “‘i$ * 5;’ & ~z-+W) 
= q1, (1 + o9P)O2(“)] * [l, (1 + CuI74)02(“)~. 
= II<09 090, T(Y4) - w’), 11 
The last element above is invariant under conjugation by 1 + yJ7. 
On the other hand, 
@(p,(d), u) = 6((1+y4n)n3E1) 
= (0, 0, 1, (yio) * 0) (I+ tin)n’(o, 0, 1, T(y;w) * 0) 
= (0, 0, 0, T(Y4) * 0’). 
Thus, 
F( 1 - 24, u) = po@yo, 0, 0, T(yJ * w) - (0, 0, 0, T(y*) * w’) = 1. 
For the next two cases we need the following lemma which is proved by 
straightforward calculation. 
LEMMAA.~~. Let czr,/3,Ei2U{O} and 
a=l+iaJ7’, ~=l+~q7iEl+*LT 
i=l i=l 
Then the following formula holds in V,, : 
+J) = (0, WGPI)44P1 +aldl>, YA 
where 
y4 = N4PA + T(a% oj + al& + (a, + P,)W4 + aA) 
+ T@lPJ T(a, + PJ + T(a2Bz) + 4P3 + ~4~ 
We continue now the proof of A.lO. 
Case 3. 0 = yr # y2. By Ul, U6, skew symmetry, and A.7 we get 
F(u, 24) = qu, yz) YV(fJ, w) y2wF(u, II’), 
where w = 1 + y;y317 + y;y417*. Thus, 
E(u, u) = 6(% - ‘) y2(0, 0, T(yJ - y; y3, Ty,) y2”‘p0%(u0, l7’) 
= (0, 0, y;y3 + ~3 7 O)(O, 0, ~4~3 + ~3 7 TY,W, 0, 0, TYA = 1. 
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Case 4. y, f 0. It is convenient to change the notation. Let 
x=1+a,n+a,n*+a,n3+a,n4, a, #O, a,EQU (0). By the 
invariance of p, we can assume, after conjugation by a,, that a, = 1. Then, 




where p is defined by this equation. By U6, we have 
C(x, 1 - x) = F(x, @I) = 4(F(J- ‘, x) F(x, n)). 
By skew symmetry, it suffices now to show 
qx, n> = qx, p- ‘). 
Using A. 11 and Ul, U6, we compute that both sides of the equation above 
equal the element 
(0, Ta,, T(a, + a3), Na, + T(a,o) + ai + a3 + a4 + 1). 
To complete the proof, it remains to consider the case u, 1 - u E F’. 
Again, all computations will be done modulo 1 + 4nfl. By the invariance of 




1 -ll= 1+(1 +P+P)wy=C&, 
6 = 1 + o’n + (w’y* + w) z12 + (o’y3 + w’) n3 + (*) n4. 
By Ul, U6, we get 
qu, 1 - u) = E(w, y) F(y, 6) 9((0,6) 
(we used wo’ = 1). We want to compute the individual terms on the right. 
To do this, we need the following two facts which can be deduced easily 
from the definition of C: 
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(i) If y E 1 + Z7@, then C(W, y) = Wy* . y* -I, 
where y* is defined as in A.7(iii). 
(ii) Ifo=(o,,a,,a,,a,)E V,, then Oa.a-‘=(a,o,O,a,w,Na;). 
From (i) and (ii), we get 
F(w Y) = (w 0, (YS + Y3) 09 l), 
yy, 6) = (0, 1, w’ + y;, @o’ + ys + o’), 
w’F(cu, 6) = (w, 0, y;oY + y30 + co’, 1). 
Taking the product of the elements above, we get 
F(#, 1 - U) = 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.lO. 
To complete the proof of Theorem A.2, it remains to show that A. 1 holds. 
LEMMA A.12. A.1 holds: A.1 y-1, 1 +Z7)# 1. 
Proof By skew symmetry, it suffices to show 
C(l +n, -1)# 1. 
Since -1 = 1 + l7’ + II4 modulo 1 + 4n@, it follows that 
?(l +n,-l)= ‘+“(o, l,O, 0) * (0, l,O, 0))’ 
=(0,1,0,1)(0,1,0,0)=(0,0,0,1)# 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof We have recently resolved this ambiguity. In particular, Conjectures 
1.3, 1.7 (with n > 3), 4.19, 5.3, and 6.3 are now theorems. The first named author has proved 
in addition the analogous conjectures in [6] for classical groups. The new ingredient which 
made the advances above possible is the reduced norm homomorphism on K, discovered 
recently by A. S. Merkurjev and A. A. Suslin. Details concerning the proofs of the conjectures 
in the current article will appear under the title Remarks on the Congruence Subgroup and 
Metaplectic Problems for SL,,, of Division Rings. 
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